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Oversampled sigma-delta modulation has become an increasingly popular means of A/D
and D/A conversion in recent years, particularly in digital audio systems. Low bit
quantisation is used in conjunction with a carefully designed ioop filter and
oversampling to achieve high resolution performance. This thesis reports on efforts to
design and analyse sigma-delta modulators and to investigate the performance of
adaptive sigma-delta modulation systems.
Conventional design methods for a one-bit sigma-delta modulator assume an
additive white noise model and therefore are based on linear system theory. It is found
that in some cases the expected signal-to-noise ratio and stability properties could not be
achieved. This is because of the severe nonlinearity of the one-bit quantiser inside the
system loop. An optimisation method which does not depend on the additive white
noise model is proposed in order to determine the coefficients of the loop filter which
maximise signal-to-noise ratio. Also, the optimal quantisation level is determined by
analysis and computer simulation.
Once designed, a conventional sigma-delta modulator operates with fixed
coefficients and fixed quantisation step size. Very little work has been carried out on
adaptive sigma-delta modulators. In this thesis, the idea of adaptive quantisation is
applied to increase the dynamic range of the modulators. Based on the concept of an
equivalent quantiser, block backward adaptation logic is employed. It is shown that the
dynamic range can be increased dramatically. A fast attack time, but a slow release
time, are established so as to tailor the system to music signals. The oversampling ratio
or the order of the loop filter can be reduced while maintaining the same signal-to-noise
ratio for small signals at the expense of an increase in noise for the rarely occurring
large signals. Also, the idea of adaptive loop filter is proposed. The use of the adaptive
filter is shown to lead to a slight increase in the dynamic range of the system.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND GLOSSARY TERMS
N - Oversampling ratio
L - Number of octaves of oversampling ratio; N=2L
B - Number of bits of a quantiser
n - Number of stages of a comb filter or order of the loop filter in a sigma-
delta modulator
d - Quantisation level
k - Time-domain index
- Nyquist sampling frequency, i.e., twice of the signal band
- Sampling frequency: f5
 = Nfb
G(z) - Loop filter in the forward path of a sigma-delta modulator
Q(u) - Function of a quantiser with the input u
Q(x) - Equivalent quantiser with the input x
Quantisafion level - The absolute value of the output of one-bit quantiser
Decimator - In this thesis, a decimator is defined as a system which only reduces the
sampling rate of a digital signal; it does not include low-pass filtering.
Equivalent quantiser - An equivalent quantiser is a single quantiser used to model the
complete sigma-delta modulation system, that is, the input to the equivalent quantiser is





Although the principle for binary-coded pulse code modulation (PCM) was established
around 1937 [1], digital conversion and storage technology were not sufficiently
advanced to challenge analogue techniques until 1960. Several technical advances in
the 1960's began to facilitate research in the new area of digital signal processing. The
most relevant of these developments were the emergence of low-cost, high-speed
digital circuits, mini••computers, and digital instrumentation technology. These great
achievements of digital signal processing technology have revolutionised signal
processing in the areas of communication, speech processing, image processing, digital
audio, and control. The benefits of digital representation are many and well known [2].
Perhaps most significant is the fact that digital signals are less sensitive than analogue
signals to noise. They are easy to process, regenerate, and store. Today, an analogue
signal is typically processed in digital format by using discrete time sampling and
discrete magnitude quantising, which is called analogue-to-digital conversion (ADC).
The conversion of the processed digital signal back to the analogue waveform by means
of digital-to-analogue converters (DACs) takes place only after the digital signal
processing has been completed. Common examples are digital telephone systems and
14
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modern digital audio systems like compact disk (CD) players and digital audio tape
systems. Thus, the analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue interfaces have become
crucial links between the analogue signal and its digital processor and, as a result, it has
been a topic of extensive study for more than 40 years.
1.1 AID and D/A conversion
Analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue conversions play key roles towards
"all-digital" realisation. The generation of a digital signal from an analogue one is a
simple process conceptually. The block diagram of a basic A/D converter is shown in
Fig. 1-1. First, the frequency band of the signal must be limited by an anti-aliasing,
i.e., low-pass filter. The sample-and-hold circuit will take samples periodically
from the analogue input signal with a sampling frequency greater than twice the highest
frequency given by the bandwidth of the signal according to Nyquisilsampling theorem
and maintain the instantaneously obtained amplitude constant for a certain period.
During this hold period the A/D converter performs its main functions, namely
quantising and encoding.
To create an analogue signal from a digital sequence, these steps are reversed as
shown in Fig. 1-2. Upon applying the digital signal with limited wordlength at the
input of a D/A converter, a single discrete analogue value is obtained at its output. This
single value replaces an infinite number of originally continuous values of the original
signal, i.e., it represents the original signal plus some quantising noise. The next
component in typical DAC systems is a special sample-and-hold amplifier which
prevents the internal switching glitches of a DAC from appearing in the analogue
15
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output signal. It does this by holding the previous DAC voltage at its output for a
certain period of time, while the new DAC voltage settles at its input. The role of the
reconstruction filter is to remove the energy in the spectral images of the baseband




Sample and Hold	 Quantiser and	 Digital
Input	 Filter	 Coder	 Output
Fig. 1-1 Main components in an analogue-to-digital conversion system
_r'	 £ ____
Digital	 Digital tO	 Sample and Hold	 Low-Pass	 Analogue
Input Analogue Converter	 Filter	 Output
Fig. 1-2 A digital-to-analogue conversion system
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1.2 Major techniques for AID implementation
There are three major conventional techniques for implementing analogue to digital
conversion: successive-approximation, ramp-comparison, and flash ADCs.
Ramp-comparison converters are simple, but involve a large number of sequential
operations that restrict their use to relatively slow speed applications. Flash converters
are complex but fast, and therefore suitable for high speed applications. Successive
approximation converters provide a compromise between speed and complexity.
Because of the increasing complexity of modern systems, it is desirable to have
the analogue and digital interfaces integrated with other system modules so that the
entire system can be fabricated on the same semiconductor chip. Consider the case of
flash converters. An R-bit flash ADC requires 2Rl threshold elements, each
representing a decision level. Each sample of the input signal is compared with the
thresholds and then an output symbol is decided based on the result of the
comparisons. Although this method is in principle simple and straightforward, a
problem arises when the quantiser circuit is built. Suppose we want to build a 16-bit
quantiser on a VLSI chip with a dynamic range of 0-5 Volts. Then, we need to build
65535 comparators onto the chip with threshold levels of neighbouring comparators
which differ by only 76 p.V. Therefore, the precisions required by modern digital
audio systems, say, 16- to 24-bit resolution, make the VLSI implementation very
difficult. Furthermore, the conventional converters require a sharp analogue
anti-aliasing or anti-imaging filter, and an analogue sample and hold circuit.
Oversampled A/D converters achieving high resolution by using a low resolution
quantiser have recenily received considerable attention. Fig. 1-3 demonstrates the basic
17
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idea. Sigma-delta modulation is often used for this type of converter, The input
signal is sampled at a rate many times faster than the required Nyquist rate. The
sampled input signal is then quantised by a low resolution B-bit quantiser inside a
feedback loop containing a low-pass analogue filter. The analogue filter combining
with the feedback loop shapes the large quantisation noise produced by the coarse
quantiser, moving most of its energy to frequencies above the desired signal band, or,
baseband. A digital low-pass filter then removes the out-of-band shaped noise and
decimates the high rate low-bit (B-bit) output stream so as to produce the final high
resolution M bit digital signal at the Nyquist frequency, where M is much larger than B.
The same idea has been used for interpolated D/A converters. The resulting converters
release the need for precise analogue anti-aliasing and anti-imaging filters. They are
more robust against circuit imperfections because there are fewer bits used in the
quantiser and the bulk of the signal processing is performed in digital circuitry.
Moreover, because they sample the analogue input signal at well above the Nyquist
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Fig. 1-3 Block diagram which demonstrates the basic idea of an
avers ampled A/D converter
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1.3 Brief history and motivation
Sigma-delta modulation (SDM) was first formally proposed by Inose Yasuda and
Murakarni in around 1962 for communication and telemetering systems [3][4]. The
initial idea was to pre-emphasise the low frequencies in the input by simply integrating
the input prior to delta modulation (DM) coding in order to transmit dc and very low
frequency components. The procedure also simplifies DM decoding because
conventional integration in DM decoding can be removed and only a low-pass filter is
needed. Compared with DM, the overload characteristic of the SDM is frequency-
independent. This property makes SDM an ideal device for A/D conversion [5].
The modem popularity of sigma-delta modulation is mainly attributed to the work
of Candy and his colleagues. Candy studied the limit cycle structure of the sigma-delta
modulator in 1974. It was pointed out [6] that a SDM uses the limit cycles in a coarsely
quantising feedback coder to give a precise determination of the average input value. In
1981, Candy and Benjamin [7] carried out an analysis based on a simple approximate
continuous-time model to obtain an understanding of the structure of quantisation noise
from sigma-delta modulation. They stated that the modulation noise is highly correlated
with the amplitude of a dc input. The measurement of baseband rms noise over the
range of dc inputs showed that noise is largest when the modulator is biased near the
ends of its range and next largest near the centre. Peaks of noise occur in pairs and are
most prominent when the sampling rate is large.
A sigma-delta modulator is a nonlinear feedback system. A long-standing
problem with such nonlinear systems has been the difficulty in analysing their exact
behaviour. There are basically two different approaches for analysing SDMs: the
19
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additive white noise source approximation, and the rigorous or direct techniques. In
the first approach which was the most common method, one tries to approximate the
quantiser noise by choosing an input-independent additive noise source having a similar
long-term average behaviour to the actual quantiser noise, e.g., the same long-term
sample distribution and power spectrum. The simplest noise model is white noise with
a uniform distribution. Under such an approximation the nonlinear SDM is modelled as
a linear system, and the performance can easily be derived by using well-known linear
system techniques such as standard Fourier analysis. Some of the properties derived by
using this approach agree reasonably well with simulation results [8][9].
However, this model is not accurate enough for lower bit quantiseyspecially for
single bit quantiseI. The first exact solution of the discrete-time nonlinear difference
equation of SDM without any linearisation approximation and any assumption about the
quantisation noise was given by Gray [10] in 1987. He analysed the simplest discrete
time model of SDM ( the first order) with dc input and developed two basic properties:
1) the behaviour of the sigma-delta quantiser and its relation to uniform
quantisation;
2) the rate-distortion tradeoffs between the oversampling ratio and the
average mean-squared quantisation error.
Furthermore, Gray and his colleagues carried out the spectral analyses of quantisation
noise in single-loop sigma-delta modulation with dc and sinusoidal inputs without
assuming independent white noise [1 1][12]. The major conclusion is that the quantiser
noise is defmitely not white. In fact, it has long been known in practice that single-loop
sigma-delta modulator produces spectral noise spikes. It has been shown that the
frequency location and weight of the spectral spikes depend in a complex way on the
system input [1 1].
20
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Research activities in this area have become increasingly popular in recent years,
particularly due to the proliferation of digital audio systems. Higher order systems
such as higher order single stage [8] and multi-stage of cascaded lower order ones
(MASH) [13][14] have been proposed to improve the performance of the basic first
order system. A single stage structure is realised by combining a higher order noise
shaping filter with a single quantiser. This structure was subject to instability if only a
one-bit quantiser is used. A stable higher order topology was presented by Chao et.
al.[15], where the ioop stability is determined primarily by the feed-forward
coefficients, while feedback coefficients are added to optimise the signal-to-noise ratio.
MASH structure consists of several cascaded lower order (usually first or second
order) SDM. Each stage contains one quantiser. This structure avoids the stability
problem but is sensitive to component mismatch between individual stages.
The major application of sigma-delta modulation is by far in AID and D/A
conversion withmuch work directed towards VLSI implementations. A 16-bit
performance can be achieved by only using 1-pm CMOS technology and a single 5-V
power supply [16]. The VLSI implementation of as high as fifth order single stage
SDM has been reported [17]. Currently oversampled A/D and D/A converters can
achieve a resolution in the range of 16-20 bits. Recently new applications of SDM have
been reported such as FIR filter implementations [18] and waiting time jitter reduction
in communication systems [19].
The three major factors in an oversampled sigma-delta modulator are:
oversampling ratio, loop filter, and quantiser. Many research simulations and
experiments have been carried Out with different oversampling ratio, and different
combinations of loop filter coefficients to obtain the optimal signal-to-noise ratio and
21
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ensure stability. The main existing methods for designing the loop filter in a SDM are
based on the traditional filter design, with which the observed nonlinear phenomena of
the system, sometimes come into conflict. Some researchers tried to compromise the
conflict by using linear analysis only to determine a starting point of the design.
Further design refinements and verification have to be accomplished through computer
simulations and breadboard circuit implementation [15]. Therefore, the question arises:
is there any design method which does not depend on the concept of linear systems? An
optimisation method proposed in this thesis addresses this question. Some more
analyses such as the relationship between the quantisation level and the maximum input
magnitude are also carried out in order to obtain optimal SDM systems. Usually, once
being designed, the quantisation level, the coefficients of the loop filter will be fixed.
As we know, adaptation techniques have been successfully used in many systems like
digital coding, echo cancellation systems etc. to match changes in operating conditions.
No paper has been found to discuss the application of adaptation techniques for SDMs
in recent years, although two papers appeared in the early 1970's for simple SDM
system this thesis, we attempt to adapt SDM systems either in terms of
quantisation level or filter coefficients to improve the dynamic range of the systems.
1.4 Performance targets for high-quality digital audio
systems
Two major factors which decide the performance of audio systems are frequency
bandwidth and dynamic range. The first tells how much information in the frequency
domain a system will include, which indicates for an analogue-to-digital converting
system the minimum speed the clock should have to sample the analogue signal in the
22
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time domain. The second tells the accuracy of magnitude a digital system can
represent.
Frequency bandwidth
For the normal listener, the ear is most sensitive to frequencies between 2 kHz
and 5 kHz at the threshold of hearing. The sensitivity drops for frequencies above and
below this region such that by 200 Hz and 15 kHz it is approximately 20 dB lower
[20]. Some experiments reveal that even highly trained listeners cannot discriminate
between conditions of 16- and 20-kHz low-pass cutoff frequencies on programme
material containing considerable energy at and above 20 kHz [21][22]. This result
supports studies done as early as 1931, which established that a band 40 Hz to 15 kHz
is sufficient to reproduce music without an audible change in the reproductio
Nevertheless, recent work examining the low-frequency limits for reproduction
suggests that the presence of frequencies below the cutoff of the audible range (20 Hz)
can contribute to a more life-like sound quality [23]. In addition, detection of a 20-kHz
pure tone is possible for some people at high levels which are greater than 80 dB sound
pressure level (SPL) [21]. Thus, for an ideal audio system, a generous choice of
bandwidth might be 0 Hz to 20 kHz and an acceptable bandspread would be 20 Hz to
15 kHz. The sampling frequencies must be at least twice higher than the above
bandwidth. In digital audio recording systems, the sampling rate is 48 kHz whereas in
compact disk playing system, 44.1 kHz sampling frequency is used.
Dynamic range
The ear's effective dynamic range is 100 dB or more [20]. However, for
subjectively noise-free reproduction of music in a quiet environment it has been
suggested that approximately 118 dB of dynamic range are required to provide a
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listener with the maximum peak SPL and undetectable noise spectrum [24]. Therefore,
an ideal system must provide for playback somewhere from 100 dB to nearly 120 dB
of dynamic range to fulfil the dual requirements of capturing the range of programme
material dynamics and matching the ear's range. In uniform quantisation systems, the
dynamic range is approximately equal to the maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
However, in nonuniform systems, the dynamic range can be much greater than the
maximum SNR. Both compact disk and digital audio tape recording systems use 16-bit
uniform quantisation which has 98-dB dynamic range.
1.5 Overview of the thesis
The structure of this thesis is depicted in Fig. 1-4, which shows roughly the relations
among the chapters.
The first part of this thesis, Chapter 2, is devoted to the basic principle of
oversampled sigma-delta modulator (SDM), which is the foundation for the rest of the
thesis. The general cases of B bit, nth order SDM system have been described. Up to
now, the most common analyses are carried out in the frequency-domain and based on
a linear model of the system. This model is not accurate enough for one bit SDM.
Although it can still roughly describe the characteristic of the system, sometimes it will
be misleading.
The second part of the thesis, Chapter 3, is devoted to the design of stable
one-bit SDM. The major parts of a SDM are the loop filter and the quantiser. For the
loop filter, the design efforts should concentrate on both signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
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and stability. A trade-off between SNR and stability has to be considered. A new
method based on optimisation is introduced to design the ioop filter rather than using
the traditional filter design methods. A group of optimal (or sub-optimal) coefficients is
determined by maximising the signal-to-noise ratio using computer simulations. This
will overcome the conflicts occurred in the traditional methods. The concept of the
equivalent quantiser is used to investigate the optimal quantisation level with respect to
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Nonlinearity & Stability 	 SDM with Adaptive Quantiser
Chapter 6
SDM with Adaptive Filter
Chapter 7
Summaiy
Fig. 1-4 Flowchart of this thesis
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In Chapter 4, we discuss the nonlinearity and hence the stability problem of the
SDM. The phenomena of the system nonlinearity are demonstrated to show that the
linear model of the SDM sometimes will be misleading. Limit cycles are unique
features of nonlinear systems. The SDM systems often produce the limit cycles whose
average values are used to approach the input. However, sometimes the limit cycles
could be very harmful so as to damage the SNR of the system. A method of calculating
the period of the limit cycle of the first order SDM is presented when the input is dc.
The clippers are designed to prevent the overload of the quantiser.
In Chapter 5, the idea of adaptive quantisation is presented in order to increase the
dynamic range of the SDM systems. Although the initial idea appeared in the early
1970's, since then very little research has been carried out. The concept of an
equivalent quantiser described in Chapter 3 is used to analyse and design the adaptive
quantiser. The feedback digital logic is chosen to estimate the maximum magnitude of
the input, upon which the quantisation level is adapted. In the cases of music signals,
signals may vary in magnitude very fast during one period of time and relatively slow
during another period of time. Therefore, the adaptation speed is crucial. A fast attack
time but a slow release time are established to avoid severe overload distortion. When
using the adaptive SDM in an AID or DIA conversion system, the oversampling ratio or
the order of the loop filter can be reduced while maintaining the same SNR for small
signals at the expense of an increase in noise for the rarely occurring large signals.
Many computer simulations are carried out for both sinusoidal and music signals.
Chapter 6 is devoted to adaptive loop filters for sigma-delta modulation. Because
of the difficulty of maintaining the stability of high order SDMs, no research results
have been published on SDMs with adaptive filters. This chapter describes attempts in
adapting some of the coefficients to slightly increase the dynamic range.
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Finally, we summarise in Chapter 7 the major results of this thesis and discuss








The basic block diagrams of a digital sigma-delta modulator and a demodulator are
depicted in Fig. 2-1. The input x(k) is a signal sampled at a frequency which is much
_________________u(k)	 q(k)
LOOP FILTER 0(Z) I	 QUANTISER I
(a) Modulator
q(k) "j 
LOW-PASS FILTER	 DECIMATOR 
Xr(k)
(b) Demodulator
Fig. 2-1 Basic block diagram of sigma-delta modulation
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higher than the usual Nyquist rate. This signal combined with the feedback signal then
is fed into the ioop filter which is basically an integrator, or a cascade of several
integrators, the output of which, u(k), will be sent to the quantiser. The quantised
signal q(k) will be fed back to the input of the loop filter and simultaneously sent to the
demodulator. The loop filter plays a role in reshaping quantisation noise in the
frequency domain. The demodulator consists of a low-pass filter and a decimator. The
low-pass filter will remove the noise which is outside the signal band. The filter output
is then decimated, i.e., has its sampling rate reduced, to obtain the reconstructed
in-band signal Xr(k). It is assumed that the wanted signal only occupies the frequency
band from 0 to f1,/2. If the oversampling ratio is N, the sampling rate fS=Nfb.
Therefore, x(k) is sampled at whereas x(k) is sampled at b•
In this chapter, the principle of sigma-delta modulation (SDM) will be described
in detail. Analyses cover from the frequency domain to the time domain, from the
modulator to the demodulator, from the oversampling to the noise shaping techniques,
from the SDM structure to the alternative one: noise shaper. The two parts of the
demodulation: low-pass filter and decimator are also described.
2.2 From DM to SDM
Sigma-delta modulation (SDM) was first proposed by Inose et. aL. The initial idea was
to pre-emphasise the low frequencies in the input by simply integrating the input prior
to delta modulator (DM). This is due to the fact that the output of the DM carries the
information which is the differentiation of the input signal. This means it is incapable
of transmitting dc component. To compensate for the inevitable differentiation of the
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input signal, an integration process is added at the input of the original DM as is shown
in Fig. 2-2(a). Because of the added integrator in the modulator, a differentiator is
needed in the demodulator as is shown in Fig. 2-2(b). For the realisation of this
original configuration, the two integrators can be combined and replaced by an
integrator in the forward path of the ioop as is shown in Fig. 2-3(a), and the
demodulator is simplified to Fig. 2-3(b) which only contains a low-pass filter.













Fig. 2-2 From DM to SDM: (a) adding an integrator at the input of the delta modulator
(b)adding a differentiator at the output of the delta demodulator
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The integrator inside the loop in Fig. 2-3(a) can be replaced by a general filter
which may consist of several cascaded integrators. And the low-pass filter in
Fig.2-3(b) can be combined with a decimator to reduce the sampling rate. These will





Fig. 2-3 Simplified version of Fig. 2-2: (a) modulator; (b) demodulator
There are intuitive reasons for preferring oversampled SDM to oversampled DM
for the modern ADC. For example, there is no error accumulation in the sigma-delta
demodulator because there is no feedback loop in the demodulator. Thus, the system is
less sensitive to channel errors. Another important difference is that the overload
characteristic associated with SDM is independent of the frequency of the input signal
while in DM there exists a relationship between input signal frequency and the overload
characteristic [25]. In other words, the maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
independent of the frequency of the input signal in SDM. Furthermore, arguments
based on linearised models suggest that the spectral characteristics of the quantisation
error are better behaved for SDM than for DM [10].
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2.3 Oversampling for relaxing pre- and post-filters
An analogue signal is said to be "oversampled" if it is sampled at a rate above (often far
above) its Nyquist rate. There is no fundamental (mathematical) reason why a
signal-acquisition system needs oversampling. The motivations for doing so derive not
from the basic blocks of AID, D/A converters, but rather from the technology that
implements these blocks with finite components, tolerances, and costs. Often, this is an
intermediate step in manipulating a signal to be represented ultimately in Nyquist
sampled form.
With the current state-of-the-art in analogue circuits, a practical anti-aliasing
or anti-imaging filter in conventional (non-oversampling) circuitry can be easily the
most expensive element in the signal-acquisition chain of Fig. 1-1. The anti-aliasing
filter must pass frequencies below f1,/2 which is the highest frequency of the signal
band, and suppress frequencies above it. The width of the transition band available
around f1,/2 in turn constrains the number and stability of time constants (poles and
zeros) necessary to realise this analogue filter [26]. The lack of stable precise
continuous-time time constants (such as RC products) in standard monolithic
fabrication processes implies the need for expensive (trimmed or discrete component)
technology for such an anti-aliasing filter.
Oversampling resolves this problem by sampling initially at an elevated rate
fS=Nfb when the fmal sampling rate desired is still b• An analogue anti-aliasing filter is
still necessary but only for anti-alias protection against the high initial sampling rate
Nfb . The large difference between the desired signal bandwidth and the new
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anti-aliasing cutoff frequency NfbI2 means that the available transition bandwidth for
the filter is now many times the passband width. It permits the analogue filter's
magnitude response to roll off gradually and makes it much easier to realise the
anti-aliasing filter with imprecise analogue circuitry. Fig. 2-4 illustrates the principle of
oversampling for relaxing the pre- and post filters.
In order to accommodate the same final sampling rate b as before, the
oversampled signal must be further filtered to suppress frequencies above f 1,/2, but this
further filtering can occur digitally after the signal has been quantised.






Fig. 2-4 Oversampling for relaxing the filter constraints
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2.4 Oversampling for resolution enhancement
If an ideal conventional (sample-by-sample, uniform) B bit linear A/D converter
operates on an input sequence x(k) with an amplitude larger than the least-significant-bit
weight and less than the overload level of the quantiser, then the quantisation error
introduced by this converter wifi tend to be input-independent, white noise (spectrally
flat). This observation motivates the common practice of modelling such an A/D
converter as a source of additive white random quantisation noise [27] [28] [29].
Consider an input x with amplitudes in the range
X E (Xm , Xm)
and a uniform quantiser with a step size
A =2 Xm/2B
	 (2-1)
quantisation error e will have values in the range
- A/2 ^ e ^ A/2
If A is sufficiently small, it is reasonable to assume that they are uniform in the above
range with a probability density function
1 1/A, IeI^A/2
p(e)= 0, otherwise
Thus the variance of the quantisation error is
= E[E2] j'e2 p(e) de = I -. de = 12
-
where E[] denotes expectation, and E inside the bracket represents the random variable
of quantisation noise. Using (2-1)
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a2!X2 2-2B
e 3 max
For a sinusoidal input with an amplitude of X, the variance of the signal is
2(X \2 X
xs.r)	 2
so that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
SNR = - = (2) 22B [xX 22	
max
e
where X is the (zero-to-peak) sinusoid amplitude and Xmax is the maximum input
amplitude of the AID converter. This SNR reaches a maximum value when the
sinusoid amplitude just fills (saturates) the converter's input range (X=Xmax), so that
as a power ratio,
SNRm = (3,2) 22B
or in decibel form
SNRm (dB) (6.02)B + 1.76	 (2-2)
Signal waveforms other than sinusoids will yield an additive term different from 1.76
dB if their peak-to-RMS ratio differs from that of a sinusoid. Fig. 2-5 shows a typical
SNR curve versus signal amplitude for a linear (uniform) AiD converter. When the
input amplitude is larger than Xm, the overload distortion will occur.
The demands on the quantiser for a given ultimate signal resolution can be
relaxed by oversampling and then low-pass filtering. As was mentioned before, the
quantisation noise will tend to be wideband, white noise. The spectrum of Fig. 2-6(a),
with no oversampling, shows quantisation noise occupying the same frequency range
as the input signal of interest. In contrast, Fig. 2-6(b) shows quantisation occurring at
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an oversampled rate Nfb, where again f1,/2 is the analogue band width of interest. If the
quantiser is a simple B-bit A/D converter, its quantisation-noise power does not depend
on its sampling rate, but a higher sampling rate will spread this power over a
wider range of frequencies. Subsequently filtering out frequencies above h/2 with a
digital low-pass filter will reduce the quantisation-noise power, effectively increasing
the resolution of the quantiser. The decimator will drop the sampling rate to b once





Fig. 2-5 Representative curve of SNR versus signal amplitude for a
linear A/D converter
With the oversampling and decimation factor of N in Fig. 2-6, and white
quantisation noise from the quantiser, an ideal low-pass filter will reduce the
quantisation noise power by a factor of N while leaving the signal power unaffected.
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This means
SNR Enhancement = N
Thus for a B-bit linear converter, the peak SNR in dB for a sinusoidal signal becomes
SNRm (dB) = (6.02)B + 1.76 + 101og10N	 (2-3)
It is also convenient to write N=2-, so that L is the number of octaves of oversampling.
Then (2-3) can be rearranged to
SNRm (dB) 6.02 (B + 0.5L) + 1.76	 (2-4)
Equation (2-4) shows directly that the oversampling A/D converter yields baseband
SNR equivalent to that of a non-oversampling converter with a higher number of bits,













Fig. 2-6 Oversampling for resolution enhancement: (a) spectrum with no
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2.5 Noise shaping function
From the previous section 2.4, intuitively, the oversampling and low-pass filtering
process is just a time-domain averaging by which coarse digital output codes of a
quantiser are "interpolated" in level to yield a finer quantisation. However, efficient
arrangement of the whole system by carefully designing the loop filter 0(z) in Fig. 2-1,
to spectrally shape the quantiser's error, yields more-than-intuitive resolution
enhancements through oversampling. In this section we will show how th loop filter
G(z) plays the role of spectrally reshaping the quantisation noise. From Fig. 2-1(a),
the system can be described as follows:
[X(z) - Q(z) 1 0(z) = U(z)
Let
u(k) = q(k) - e(k)
where e(k) is the quantisation noise, so that
U(z) = Q(z) - E(z)
Combining (2-5) and (2-7),
Q(z) = 0(z) X(z) +	 1	 E(z)
0(z)	 1+0(z)
This can be generalised to
Q(z) = Fx(z)X(z) + FE(z)E(z)
where Fx(z) and FE(z) are the signal and noise transfer functions respectively
0(z)	 1
Fx(z) = 1+ 0(z) '	 FE(z) = 1+ 0(z) (2-10)
Supposing that the analogue input signal has some total power c 2 distributed in
frequency according to a power spectral density (PSD) Sx(X), while the source of
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quantisation noise in the system has power ae2 and power spectral density SE(A.),
normally, but not necessarily, white. Here, X is the normalised frequency variable for
discrete time, taldng the range 0 to 27t, where X.= 2it corresponds to a physical (Hertz)
frequency equal to the current sampling rate.
In general the system described by equation (2-9) may frequency-filter the signal
input as well as the quantisation noise; both must be considered. From (2-9), at the
modulator output q(k), the signal-component PSD, S Q5(2L), and the noise-component
PSD, S Q (?), are
SQs(A.) = I F(ei) 12 Sx(?) 	 SQfl(A) = I F(eP') 12 SE(?)
	
(2-11)
Now the total signal power and noise power in q(k) over the baseband of interest are
respectively (powt	 1 A),




The ratio of these two baseband powers is the output SNR of the oversampling AID
converter. Its most general form is




I F(e') 12 SEQ.) dX
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With the topology in Fig. 2-1, exhibiting the signal and noise transfer functions of
(2-10), and with white quantisation noise from the internal A/D converter ( making
SE() a constant), (2-13) becomes
.I 




01 1+ G(eJX) 12
(2-14)
where ;2 is the power of quantisation noise e(k) over the entire band (0, 2it).
To further evaluate the SNR requires knowledge of the specific loop-filter
function G(z). For the nth order sigma-delta modulator, the most commonly used
function G(z) is [30]
G(z)=	 1_in_i
(1 - z )
Therefore, equation (2-8) becomes
(2-15)
Q(z) = [1 - (1_z-i)! ] X(z) + (i-z) E(z)
that is,
Fx(z) = 1 - ( i-z 1) ,
	 FE(z) = ( izl)T	 (2-16)
From equation (2-16), it can be seen that when frequency f is much less than
IFx(ei2')l is approximately equal to one. This is the case for a baseband signal in a
highly oversampled system. It can also be seen that the quantisation noise has been
shaped. FE(z) behaves like a high-pass filter or differentiator. It moves most of the
noise from the low frequency portion of the available bandwidth to the high frequency
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magnitude of the noise transfer function in (2-16), at normalised frequency A, is
I F(eP') I = [(2 - 2cosA. )1/2 ]fl = [ 2sin(Al2) ]fl	 (2-17)
Fig. 2-7 shows the curves of (2-17) when n=1, 2, and 3.
o	 I
0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00
Fig. 2-7 Magnitude spectra of noise shaping functions
IFx(&2 )I is approximately equal to one in the baseband so that the numerator of
(2-14) simplifies to
5Sx() dX = a2
where a, 2 is just the original analogue-input-signal power (this signal is in the
baseband and therefore Sx(X) is non-zero only between A.=O and 7=irIN). From
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(2-17) the denominator integral in (2-14) is
af4fl sin2"(4)








The first factor, a12/ae2, is just the SNR that would result if the same internal A/D
converter operated directly on the signal input x(k) with no oversampling and
noise-shaping. Thus the remaining factor in the righthand side of (2-18) is a net SNR
enhancement attributable to the oversampling-decimating process with the topology of
Fig. 2-1 and the particular loop filter of (2-15). Therefore, in power-ratio terms, the
SNR enhancement for the nth order system with N times oversanipling rate is





Table 2-1 gives the final results of (2-19) when n=1, 2, and 3. For large oversampling
factors N>>ic, (2-19) can be approximated using a Taylor expansion of the sine
function as follows
SNR Enhancement = (2n+ 1 )N2fl+1/(It)
Again, let N=2L so that the SNR Enhancement in decibel form is
(2n+l) (2-20)SNR Enhancement (dB) = 6.02 (n + 0.5) L + 101og10
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The specific case of a maximum-amplitude sinusoid input signal, which in (2-2) yielded
a maximum SNR of 6.02B + 1.76 dB from a B-bit linear A/D in the absence of
oversampling, will now achieve a maximum SNR of
SNR	 (dB) = 6.02 [B + (n+0.5)L] + 101og 10(2n+l) - 9.943n + 1.76
(2-2 1)
Thus, for the first, second, third, and fourth order systems, the SNRma X in dB can be
obtained as follows
SNRm (dB) 6.02(B + 1.5L) 3.14
SNR1 (dB) 6.02 (B + 2.5L) - 11.14
SNR1 (dB) 6.02 (B + 3.5L ) - 19.62





Table 2-1 SNR enhancement of the SDM system
Approximation of
Order of	 SNR enhancement






[6 it/N - 8sin(it/N) + sin(2ir/N)J
it	 7N7
n=3 [2Oic/N - 3Osin(it IN) + 6sin(21t/N) - (2/3)sin(3it/N)]
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From (2-2 1) it can be seen that increasing orders of high-pass shaping in the
quantisation noise will tend to increase the resolution payoff. Note, the noise-shaping
function described by (2-16) is probably the simplest function in the aspect of reducing
the noise power in the low-frequency portion. However, it also boosts its total power.
This results in the fixed losses in SNR in (2-22) with the effect becoming more
pronounced as the order of the noise-shaping ioop grows. In some audio applications,
the high power gain of the noise shaping function at high frequencies is unwanted
because of the fact that some systems such as PWM digital power amplifier often tend
to give high-frequency intermodulation. Also, high power gain may cause the system
to be unstable for the higher order, very low bit systems. Thus, a loop filter which
differs from (2-15) has to be designed, especially for higher order systems, which will
be discussed in detail in the following chapters.
2.6 Sigma-delta modulator and noise shaper
An alternative structure is called a noise shaper; its basic block diagram is shown in
Fig. 2-8. It can be derived from Fig. 2-8 that
Q(z) = X(z) + ( 1-H(z) ) E(z)
Usually, for the nth order noise shaper
H(z) = 1 - ( 1zl)n1
so that
Q(z) = X(z) + ( 1r1)L E(z)
Therefore,
Fx(z) = 1, FE(z) =	 (2-23)
Comparing equations (2-16) and (2-23), it can be seen that the noise is reshaped in the
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same manner. However these two systems are slightly different with respect to the
input signal, in that the in-band gain is identically one for the noise shaper but





Fig. 2-9 shows the block diagram of the sigma-delta modulator that results from the
noise shaper [31]. Considering that H(z) closely approximates 1 in the signal band,
i.e.,supposing that Fx(sigma.de1)=Fx(flQjse shaper)=1' the effect of 1/H(z) in Fig. 2-9 can
be ignored. It can be seen that there are no big differences between sigma-delta modu-
lators and noise shapers. The structures are different, but describe the same thing.
x(k)	 +,—	 u(k)	 q(k)
.-( -i- J	 I	 •' 1 QUANTISER I
e(k)
H(z)
Fig. 2-8 Basic diagram of noise shaper
0(z)
__-V__
x(k)	 1	 + ______	
•- H(z)	 JQUANTISER 
q(k)
H(z)	 i	 +	 Ii
I	 II	 I
L------I	 I
Fig. 2-9 Sigma-delta modulator that results from the noise shaper
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2.7 One-bit sigma-delta modulators
One-bit oversampled A/D converters differ from multi-bit converters in many ways:
1) It is much easier to realise "good" one-bit internal A/D and D/A elements than
multi-bit elements in most solid-state technologies. In practice, a converter having
more than a single bit tends to have differential nonlinearities due to mismatch in its
current sources, etc. A one-bit converter contains only two reference values: one and
zero. Any errors give only a gain and/or an offset error but not a linearity error. As a
result, a one-bit conversion system has excellent differential linearity. However, in
multi-bit cases, dynamic element matching, laser trimming, and current calibration are
needed to achieve high accuracy.
2) When the input to the low-pass filter in the demodulator is only one bit wide,
it can greatly simplify the digital filter arithmetic and hence the implementation of the
low-pass filter [32]. In particular, a finite impulse response (FIR) first stage in the
comb filter requires no full multiplications, since FIR arithmetic can be arranged with
an input sample as a factor in every product.
3) Other aspects being equal, one-bit AID converters require a higher
oversampling ratio N than multi-bit versions, since essentially all of their resolution
arises from oversampling.
4) Because of the coarse quantisation, nonlinearity of the system must be
considered (note: this is different from the differential nonlinearity error of the quantiser
circuit). The model in (2-6) is not adequate enough. Analyses based on that model
can still predict broad behaviour when B=1. For example, the SNR can be predicted
to decrease with the decrease of the input level, oversampling ratio, and the order of the
loop filter. However, they can also be misleading in the sense of precise SNR value or
stability. A new model needs to be established for more precise analysis.
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5) One-bit sigma-delta modulators are usually less stable than multibit converters,
especially in the case of high order systems. This makes the design of one-bit high
order sigma-delta modulators much more difficult.
2.8 Dynamic analysis in the time domain
This section gives the analysis of the sigma-delta modulators from time domain point of
view. First, in order to show the dynamic process more clearly the first order model
with one-bit quantiser is chosen. Higher order and multi-bit systems have similar
properties. Second, a dc input is assumed. This is because [33][10]:
(i) constant inputs simplify analysis; a number of illuminative results have been
based on this simplifying assumption;
(ii) the oversampling of the input in practical situations implies that it appears
approximately constant to the modulator,
(iii) any modulator designed for dynamic inputs must be able to handle constant
inputs as a special case.
The discrete time model of the first order sigma-delta modulator is depicted in





From Fig. 2-10, it can be seen that
Uk = Uk..1 + Vk1
	 (2-24a)
Vk = X - q1	 (2-24b)
where x is a constant input and q is either d or -d. Substituting (2-24b) into (2-24a),
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it can be obtained that






Equation (2-26) means that the average of the output over k samples will approach
the input x when k approaches infinity ( supposing uk is fmite). If k is fmite, then the
error will be (uk-uo)/k.
-	 -	
q
Fig. 2-10 Discrete time model of the first order sigma-delta modulator
According to [34], if the input to a sigma-delta modulator is a dc level which can
be expressed as a rational number b/a, when normalised with respect to the quantiser
step, the output bit string is periodic, that is, a limit cycle occurs. In this case, the
average of the output over a period P will become
(2-27)
This is because u = u0. Therefore, if the average is taken over the exact period time,
then the error will be zero. Limit cycles can thus be seen as a natural result of
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approximating constant inputs using sigma-delta modulators, as evidenced by their
prominent position in several papers, including [31] [6]. It is shown that whether or
not the binary quantiser output is periodic, its time average should approximate the dc
input [10].
We now consider an equivalent quantisation noise model. Define the binary
quantiser error as
e=Q(u)-uj=qj-u
The quantiser outputs can be expressed in terms of the binary quantiser error as
qk = + e
	 (2-28)
Substituting Uk with (2-25), (2-28) becomes
qk = uk_i + x - qk-i + ek = x + ek - eki	 (2-29)





q1 =x+ .. (e1 e11)=x+ kk o	 (2-30)
Considering the left-hand side of (2-30) as an equivalent quantiser to x, that is




so that the quantisation noise is k times smaller. And it also can be seen that the
quantisation noise of x is dependent or the initial condition e 0. If we choose
oversampling ratio to be N, and take average value over N samples, then the error will
be roughly N times smaller than the quantisation noise caused by single bit quantiser.
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the oversampling ratio N. Gray [10] has proved that if the initial state u 0 is in the range
[x-d,x-i-d], then the state Uk remains in the same range at all future times k. Suppose
that the input is within the range [-d, d), and the initial state u 0 is within [x-d, x+d),




I x - Q, (x) i x+d -(x-d) = 2d
	 (2-32)
The above states that the maximum quantisation error for an input within the dynamic
range of the quantiser and an initial condition within d of the input is inversely
proportional to the oversampling ratio N. Therefore, the quantisation noise decreases
as the oversampling ratio increases, which is consistent with the result from frequency
domain analysis n Section 2.2.
Supposing that in (2-31) over k samples of q, k 1 of them possess the value d and
k2 are -d, where k 1 +k2=k, we can obtain that
Q(x) = d(k1-k2)/k
	 (2-33)
The above equation means that the value of Q(x) ot only tls 
-to	 the
occurring times of the positive and negative samples, but also the quantisation level d.
An example is given in Table 2-2. Assume that u0=0, x=0.5, the quantisation
level d= 1. It shows that as k becomes larger and larger, the average value of q 1 is
closer and closer to the dc input. It also shows that at the points k equal to the period
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length or an integer multiple of it, the average value is exactly equal to the dc input. The
corresponding curves are given in Fig. 2-11.




	 Y k =	 Q(uk)	 Q (x) =	 y1	 Error=Ix-Q (x)I
0	 0.0	 1	 1.0000	 0.5000
1	 -0.5	 -1	 0.0000	 0.5000
2	 1.0	 1	 0.3333	 0.1667
3	 0.5	 1	 0.5000	 0.0000
4	 0.0	 1	 0.6000	 0.1000
5	 -0.5	 -1	 0.3333	 0.1667
6	 1.0	 1	 0.4286	 0.0714
7	 0.5	 1	 0.5000	 0.0000
8	 0.0	 1	 0.5556	 0.0556
9	 -0.5	 -1	 0.4000	 0.1000
10	 1.0	 1	 0.4545	 0.0455
11	 0.5	 1	 0.5000	 0.0000
12	 0.0	 1	 0.5385	 0.0385
13	 -0.5	 -1	 0.4286	 0.0714
14	 1.0	 1	 0.4667	 0.0333
15	 0.5	 1	 0.5000	 0.0000
100	 0.0	 1	 0.5049	 0.0049
101	 -0.5	 -1	 0.495 1	 0.0049
102	 0.5	 1	 0.4903	 0.0097
103	 1.0	 1	 0.5000	 0.0000
104	 0.0	 1	 0.5048	 0.0048
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10	 15	 20	 25	 30
NUMBER OF SAMPLES
Fig. 2-11 An example of SDM's principle with dc input
The averaging function in (2-27) has the same property as a low-pass filter.
Using a low-pass filter different from (2-27) can still achieve the similar result, that is,
the low-pass filtered output of the quantiser should approach the dc input provided that
the magnitude of the filter is one.
In general, whether the input is dc or not, the sigma-delta modulator tries to
minimise the noise by having the quantised values oscillate between levels in such a
way that the average of the output q approximates the average of the input xk.
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2.9 Low-pass filters and decimators
If the oversampling ratio is very high (in most of the cases, higher than 64), a very
narrow band low-pass filter is needed to remove the out-of-band noise. In general, to
design such a filter is quite difficult and the order of the filter has to be very high,
which leads to complex implementation.







where N is the oversampling ratio, n is called the stage number of the comb filter. For
n=1, the impulse response is
1
{iT'	 i=O,1,...,N-1
h1(i) = o, otherwise
h 1 (i) is a rectangular function, which is an (N-1)th order linear phase finite impulse
response filter. Its Fourier transform is:
.oN
H1(e°') - 1 sln(–y-) eJl0
sin(.)
The magnitude response of H 1 (ei) is shown in Fig. 2-12, where N=16. The
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relationship between the input q(k) and the output y(k) of the low-pass filter H 1 (z) is
quite simple:
y(k) =	 q(k-i)	 (2-35)
which can be implemented easily in the feedback form
y(k) = y(k-1) + [q(k)-q(k-N)]/N	 (2-36)







0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2
Ci)
Fig. 2-12 Magnitude response of the 16th order comb filter
In some audio applications, other audio equipment like analogue amplifiers often
tend to give high-frequency intermodulation. Therefore the stage number n of the low-
pass filter in equation (2-34) should be at least one higher than the order of the loop
filter in order to suppress the high-frequency noise sufficientlY4or example, if the 3rd
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order loop filter is chosen in a sigma-delta modulator, the stage number n in equation
(2-34) should be at least 4.
From equations (2-35) and (2-36), it can be seen that the comb filter is easy to
design and to implement. It has no multiplications. The transfer function is
approximately 1 near the point of co=O, but as the frequency increases, the gain





Ii	 1	 _I 12% I =(i)
=	
____ - .F:.T-;	 It
The bigger the value n is, the bigger the attenuation of out-of-band noise, but the more
severe the frequency distortion. Even when n=1, an amplitude reduction at the high-
frequency end of the signal-band will be 2/it, which is 3.92 dB.
Some compensations have been used for solving this problem [35]. From
equation (2-34), it can be seen that when ci is very small, sin(co/2)o/2 so that H(eJ°)
is like the function (sinx/x). A sinx/x corrector from [35] is shown in Fig. 2-13.
Another method can be used to reduce the distortion [36]. The intermediate
oversampling ratio R (R<N) is chosen such that the frequency response of the comb
filter is close to unity in the signal band and that the complexity of the signal-band filter
can be kept low. This method is used for the simulations of one-bit sigma-delta
modulation in this thesis. The structure is shown in Fig. 2-14, where N=4R in this
case. It can be seen that it is much easier to design a half-band filter with a nearly ideal
low-pass function.
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Fig. 2-13 How-graph of the sinx/x corrector
Fig. 2-14 Implementation of low-pass filter and decimator
2.10 Summary
In this chapter, the principle of SDM has been described. From the frequency domain
angle, the principle of sigma-delta modulation is the spreading of the quantisation noise
in a band which is much larger than that of the signal by oversampling and the further
reduction of the in-band noise by reshaping the whole band noise. From the time
domain angle, the coarse quantisations causes rapid oscillations between levels,
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keeping their running average representative of the input. The oversampling technique
can also relax the anti-aliasing and anti-imaging filters.
In frequency domain analysis, an additive independent white quantisation noise
model is assumed, from which the approximate maximum SNR can be derived. It was
seen to be a function of the bit number, the oversampling ratio, and the order of the
loop filter. In the next chapter, it can be seen that the maximum SNR functions (2-22)
are more precise for the multi-bit case than the one-bit case. For a one-bit SDM, the
simulation results will be much worse than the predicted SNRmX by (2-22) because of
imprecise model of quantisation noise.
Exact analysis in the time-domain can be carried out for the first order one-bit
case, in which the upper bound of the absolute error can be derived.
Multi-stage comb filters are often used as the first parts of the low-pass filter
because of their simplicity. The number of stages is normally at least one larger than
the order of the loop filter in order to suppress the out-of-band noise sufficiently.
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3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the basic principle of sigma-delta modulation systems has been
described, which is based on the ideal noise transfer function (1-z- 1 )". Computer
simulations from the author and colleagueave shown that this function can work well
for higher order and multi-bit (usually more than 3 bits) SDM systems. However, for
a one-bit SDM system, when the order n is chosen higher than two, the above transfer
function will normally cause the system to be unstable so as to offset the average of the
output far from the input value. Therefore, for the noise shaping filter, the problem is
how high the order should be, what kind of structure it should have, and how to
choose the coefficients so as to suppress the base band noise to the minimum level and
to prevent the system from being unstable.
For the quantiser, the problem is how to set up the quantisation level so as to
match the maximum possible input. In other words, with a given quantisation level,
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what is the maximum input level which does not cause severe distortion (usually
overload distortion).
In this chapter, these two problems will be discussed in detail and some solutions
will be presented by using both theoretical analysis and computer simulations. Also,
the idle channel noise will be discussed in Section 3.6, and in Section 3.7, the design
process of low-pass filters and decimators will be described. Finally, some basic
simulations will be shown in Section 3.8 and the summary in Section 3.9.
This chapter is not only an attempt of deep understanding and designing of the
SDM systems through the theoretical analysis and the computer simulations, but also
the base for further research on the adaptive SDM systems which will be described in
Chapters 5 and 6.
3.2 Structure of the sigma-delta modulator
There are many ways to construct a sigma-delta modulator with a loop filter which
depends on a finite set of parameters. What is meant by structure of the sigma-delta
modulator is the particular way of realising it.
A recent exact analysis of the single-loop (first order) sigma-delta modulator
[1O][1 1][12] reveals that when the input is either dc or sinusoidal, the spectrum of the
binary quantiser noise is discrete and highly coloured. Both the strength and the
location of the noise frequency components varies with the input signal level. Candy
has introduced a double loop ( second order ) modulator based on the idea of
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embedding a sigma-delta ioop within the main loop [8]. Subsequently, several
researchers extended the idea to even higher order modulators. A general structure for
a higher order multi-loop sigma-delta modulator was proposed by Chao et al.[15],
which is shown in Fig. 3-1. It has been shown that a higher order (multi-loop )
sigma-delta modulator increases the signal-to-noise ratio possible for a given
oversampling ratio and has a less spiky quantisation noise spectrum. In other words,
the noise tends to be more random. However, modulators with more than two loops
(higher than second order) can latch into undesirable noisy modes due to overloading
and hence require very careful design and fine tuning.
Fig. 3-1 A general structure of a higher order multi-loop sigma-delta
modulator proposed by Chao et al.
An alternative structure of a higher order modulator is multi-stage sigma-delta
modulation (also called MASH), which was proposed by Uchimura et al. [14] [37]. It
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consists of cascaded first and/or second order sigma-delta modulators. A structure of a
three-stage MASH is shown in Fig. 3-2, in which each stage includes a first order
sigma-delta modulator. It has been shown experimentally for the cases of two and
three stages that the quantisation noise spectrum of such systems is smooth and that
it is free from overloading probIemBut the main limitation of MASH structures is
their sensitivity to component mismatch between individual stages. It should be noticed
that the MASH structure uses more than one quantiser. The number of quantisers used
is equal to the number of stages.
Fig. 3-2 A three-stage MASH structure
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The structure of a discrete-time model sigma-delta modulator shown in Fig. 3-3
has been used for all the computer simulations of the project through this thesis, which
is mainly based on the structure of Fig. 3-1. Comparing with Fig. 3-1, individual
block z-1/(1-z-1) plays an equivalent role to an integrator to those in the continuous-time
model. It also should be noticed that b0 in Fig. 3-3 is zero. This is because there is at
least one delay from the feedback line. The current output cannot directly contribute
through the feedback line to the output again without any delay. In [15], a z 1 delay is
associated with the quantiser for avoiding this problem. From the author's point of
view, the structure in Fig. 3-3 seems more sensible.
Fig. 3-3 Structure for the nth order SDM
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The main reasons for choosing the structure of higher order single stage rather
than a MASH structure besides the disadvantage of the MASH mentioned above are:
1) more work needs to be carried out on designing an optimal system of this
structure in the sense of stability and SNR;
2) the MASH has more than one quantiser so that it is more difficult to start with
in investigating the adaptive quantisation because it will introduce further mismatching
problem.
3.3 Optimisation of the coefficients of the loop filter
If we represent the loop filter by using G(z) (see Fig.2-1), then 0(z) is in the
form of
1(z 1)'+b2	 n-2b -	 (z-1) +...+b (z-1)+bn-i	 nG(z)=
n-i(z-1)+a (z-1) +...+a (z-1)+a1	 n-i	 n
For a given set of (a 1 ), let T(b1)[.] represents the operation of the system in Fig.3-3 on
the input x, the output q is: q=T(b1)[x], then the following property holds.
Property 3.1 Y (b1 } a (Kb1 ), KE (0, oo ), there will be T (b1 )[x] = T[Kb1)[x]
Proof
(i) Suppose that an extra gain K is placed after the filter G(z) and before the quantiser,
which is equivalent to the multiplication of the {b) coefficients by K and assume that u
is the output of the filter 0(z).
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(ii) One-bit quantiser has the property Q(Ku) = Q(u), KE (0,00).
(iii) T(b . ) [x] = Q(u) and T(çi) [x] = Q(Ku)
0
The property states that the operation of the whole system will not be affected if
all the b1 coefficients are multiplied by a positive real number K. If one set of (b 1 ) is
found to be optimal in the sense of stability and maximum signal-to-noise ratio, there
will be infinite sets of {Kb 1 }, KE (0,00), which satisfy the same condition of stability
and signal-to-noise ratio. But they are all linearly dependent.
There were several papers on designing the filter G(z) [38] [15]. They are mostly
based on the concept of linear system so that the signal and noise can be seperated. The
noise transfer function FE(z) is then designed according to the desired shape and the
coefficients of the loop filter G(z) can be derived from the relation
FE(z)= 1+0(z)	 (3-1)
The concept of the linear system is not applicable to nonlinear systems like single-bit
SDM in some aspects. For example, according to the property 3.1, KG(z) plays
exactly the same role as 0(z). If we use KG(z) instead of G(z), then
FE(z) = 1 + IG(z)
The design of FE(z) is therefore meaningless. The phenomena of the nonlinearity will
be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
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We approach the design from the angle of optimisation of nonlinear systems. The
system is considered as a black box which is controlled by the coefficients (a 1, b1,
i=1,..n }, where n is the order of the system. It is illustrated in Fig. 3-4. The system
will introduce some noise in the output. The (a j , b1 } coefficients are optimised in the
way that the output approaches the input as "near" as possible. The similarity between
the input and the output is measured by signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR is
calculated in the frequency-domain because of the delay problem, which will be
explained in Appendix A. Note that the concept of the noise transfer function is not
used here. A sinusoidal signal is chosen as the input because it is commonly used and
it is easy to measure the SNR of the system by using it. Also, a large amount of
signals consist of different sinusoidal frequencies. According to Steele[25], the SNR
of the SDM is independent of the signal frequency under the condition of white noise.
As a result, the frequency of the sinusoidal input is less important as the order of the
loop filter increases. However, some certain frequencies which have integer sub-
multiple relationships with the sampling frequency cannot be used [39].
(Unfortunately, dc signal is included. Otherwise, the optimisation programme would
have been much simpler.)
(a 1 ,b 1 I
INPUT	 OUTPUT
Fig. 3-4 Considering a SDM system as a black box which is
controlled by the coefficients (aj , b1)
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Let SNR be a function of coefficients aj, b1, defined by
SNR = SNR(a, , b)
This measurement also includes the stability problem. If the system is unstable under a
certain group of aj and b1, then it will not have a reasonable SNR. The optimisation
problem is thus formulated as a maximisation problem. The optimisation function
defined by f0 will be




where n is the order of the system.
Computer simulations and some other researchers[38][15] have shown that the b1
coefficients play the major role in stability and base-band noise suppression whereas
the a1 coefficients are not very crucial. Therefore, for designing the fllter,to begin with,
a1 coefficients are set to be zero and only the optimisation of b 1 coefficients is carried
out. Furthermore, according to Property 3.1, we can always let b 1 equal one and find
the optimal set of {b1 } under this particular condition and any other set will be easily
gained by multiplication by a factor of K. As a result, the problem of n dimensional
optimisation of b 1 for the nth order SDM will reduce to a (n-i) dimensional one. The
optimisation function will be
maximum SNR ( (a1 )=O.O, b 1 =i.O, (b1))
{b 1 , i=2,...,n )
Once the optimal fb} have been found, defined as (b 10 ). the (aj ) will be determined
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to further improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the base-band. The optimisation function
is then changed to
f = maximum SNR ( { b1=b10 ). {a})opt {a.,i=1,...,n)1
Because the closed form of SNR function is not known, the optimisation methods
which require gradient information cannot be used. Although, in some cases, the
difference can be used as an approximation of the derivative, in the particular case of
SDM system, the jfts are not satisfying. Another type of method which
does not require the partial derivatives of the function can be considered, which are
called search methods. They attempt to increase the value of the objective function:
SNR by the use of tests near to an estimate of the solution. Two simple methods
among them are "simplex" and "pattern" search. The pattern search method is chosen
because it can automatically increase or decrease the step size of iteration according to
the current result. The detail of the method is described in Appendix B.
It is found that there are many local optimal points which give similar SNR
results. However, these points are concentrated in a small particular neighbourhood.
Fig. 3-5 shows some of b2-b3 points for the 3rd order SDM.
Table 3-1 gives some of the optimisation results from the 1st order to the 4th
order SDMs with oversampling ratio being 64. The floating-point data are used for both
the input and the output. Fig. 3-6 shows the comparison between two output spectra of
the third order SDM. One is with coefficients {a1 ) being zero; only fb 1 ) are used. The
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the spectrum is more like conventional one when analysing SDM as a linear system
and using (1-z- 1 ) as a noise transfer function. Unfortunately, the conventional one
will cause the system to become unstable when n is greater than two. By using
optimisation method, we can reach the same kind of noise curve while maintaining the
system stability. The (aj } coefficients reshape the noise curve in a way that the noise is
more evenly distributed inside the signal band.
b3
Fig. 3-5 Some optimal b2-b3 points of the 3rd order SDM
By fixing the optimal {aj } coefficients, (b1 } coefficients can be adjusted again by
optimisation. Nevertheless, it is found that the SNR can hardly be further improved.
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Table 3-1 Simulation results of the filter coefficients
The Order of
Coefficien e Filter 	 1	 2	 3	 3	 4
b 1
	 .0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
b2	 -	 0.395625 0.5	 0.447112	 0.5459
b3	 -	 -	 0.1301 0.140976	 0.133846
b4	 -	 -	 -	 -	 0.022432
al	 0.0059375 0.0028125 0.00001	 0.002	 0.008564844
a2	 -	 0.00075 0.00116 0.0012187	 0.00151
a3	 -	 -	 0.0	 0.0000013458 0.000001
a4	 -	 -	 -	 -	 0.0
SNR(a 1 =0) dB	 52.8	 71.81	 84.8	 85.04	 93.84
SNR(a1^0) dB	 57.2	 75.9	 91.0	 90.86	 101.94
The difference between the signal level and the highest noise level in dB can be
seen from Fig. 3-6. However, this difference is not the SNR which is the result of the
ratio of signal and noise integrals along the frequency or time axis. The SNR value is
worse than this difference. The SNR is about 91 dB for the spectrum of Fig. 3-6(b),
but the difference between the maximum signal level and the noise level is more than
100 dB. The SNR measurement will be described in Appendix A.
The Simulate (version 3) software package [57] was used to obtain the time and
frequency domain plots and to perform FFT based spectral analysis procedures
throughout this thesis.
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3.4 Equivalent quantiser
As is viewed in Section 2.8, a sigma-delta modulator combining with a demodulator
can be considered as an equivalent quantiser Q to the input of the modulator because
the output of the system is actually a kind of quantised version of input x. The idea is
demonstrated in a more intuitive way in Fig. 3-7. The concept and the results of this
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Fig. 3-7 A sigma-delta modulator-demodulator as an equivalent quantiser
Fig. 3-8 shows the block diagram of a discrete time first order sigma-delta
modulator and a demodulator with averaging function. The analysis of this simple
modulator-demodulator system, when input is dc, has shown that the equivalent
quantiser to the input signal x is highly non-uniform. This means that the intervals
between the equivalent quantisation levels are different. It can be shown as follows. As
is seen in Chapter 2, the output of the equivalent quantiser is
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N-i	 k1-k2Q(x) =	 Q(u1) 
= N di=O
if the averaging function is used as a special case of the demodulator, where k 1 and k2
are the number of positive and negative bits among N output bits and d is the
quantisation level of the quantiser. From Fig. 3-8, the nonlinear difference equation
relating uk to ukl is
Uk = x - Q(uk..l) +Ukl
where x is a constant input. The operation can be summarised by the following
difference equations
f U 4 - (d-x),	 1'	 k = 1,2,	 (3-2)Uk = 
ukl +x+d=2d (dx), ifukl<O
where x is assumed to be within the range of [-d, d]. Equation (3-2) states that if Uk.1
is positive or zero, the state variable is decremented by d-x in the next time step,
whereas if	 is negative, the state variable is incremented by d+x = 2d - (d-x). Thus,
_______ _____ ____	
u	 Q(u)	 Q(u) I	 N-I	 I	 (x)x +




(a) Modulator	 (b) Demodulator
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the state variable is always decremented by d-x, but if Uk..1<O, it is additionally
incremented by 2d.
It has been shown by Gray [10] that if the initial integrator state u0 is in the range
[x-d, x-i-d], then the integrator state remains in the same range at all future times, that is
€ [x-d, x+d] = U E [x-d, x-i-d]	 for all k >0	 (3-3)
Furthermore, even if the initial condition u is such that u 0 is not within the interval, Uk
will progress monotonically toward the interval and eventually lie within it.
Supposing that the numbers of positive and negative bits are k 1 and k2
respectively among the first N output bits, to satisfy (3-2) and (3-3), the following
condition must be satisfied
x - d ^ u0 - N(d-x) + 2k2d ^ x + d	 (3-4)
Considering the simplest case u 0=O, then from (3-4) it can be deduced that
k -k2-1	 k -k +1
N-i d ^ x ^ N-i d	 (3-5)
This indicates that when x is within the above range, the N-bit output contains k1
positive and k2 negative bits or we can say that, when the N-bit output contains k1
positive and k2 negative bits, the input x must be within the above range. From (3-1)
we also know that when the output sequence contains k 1 positive and k2 negative bits,
the output of the equivalent quantiser is (k 1 -k2)dIN. By calculating the differences
between the equivalent quantisation point (k 1-k2)d/N and the upper bound and the
lower bound of (3-5), it is found that the two distances can be different and depend on
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the number of positive or negative bits. We shall define the distance between the
quantisation point and upper bound as 	 and for lower bound, D 10 . As a result,
k-k2+i 	 k-k	 2kd






Although the interval widths of the input are the same, and the widths between two
adjacent quantisation levels are the same, in general, the output points are not the
midpoints of the set of inputs which yield these points as they are in the usual uniform
quantiser. They depend on the magnitude of the input. Table 3-2 gives the
characteristic of the equivalent quantiser when N=8, which is compared with the
normal midtread uniform quantiser whose quantisation level is represented by Q(x).
Note that when N is even, the value of k 1 -k2 is also even. Fig. 3-9 gives the
corresponding curves and the curve of quantisation error versus input level comparing
with the case of uniform quantiser. It can been seen that the characteristics looks like
the same kind as that of uniform quantiser. However, from the error curves,
differences between them become obvious. The error curve for the normal uniform
quantiser is continuous, but there are some discontinuous points for the equivalent
quantiser. For example, when the input level is slightly less than 20/28, the error is
6/28, but when the input level is slightly greater than 20128, the error will drop to 1/28.
The error will reach the maximum value 7/28 when the input is very near to the full
range. When it reaches the full scale, the error will drop to zero.
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If u0 ^ 0, the curves in Fig. 3-9(a) will shift left or right depending on the value
of u0. The interesting thing is that for each block of N samples, the value of the first
sample u0 can be different. This indicates that the curve of quantisation level against
input level will change from block to block. In other words, the equivalent quantiser is
a time varying quantiser.
It should be noticed that all the results above only depend on N and the difference
between k1 and k2 no matter how k 1 positive and k2 negative bits are distributed among
N bits. It should also be noticed that there are only N+1 quantisation levels for N-bit
output, but for N-bit PCM, there are 2N levels.
Table 3-2 Characteristic of the equivalent quantiser compared
with the normal midtread uniform quantiser
k 1 -k2
	x	 Q(x)	 Q(x)
0	 (-117, 1/7)	 0	 0
2	 (117,3/7)	 2/8	 2/7
4	 (3/7, 517)	 4/8	 417
6	 (5/7,7/7)	 6/8	 6/7
8	 7/7	 8/8	 611
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equivalent quantizer	 equivalent quantizer
normal uniform quanfizer 	 normal uniform quantizer
(a) Characteristic of the equivalent quantiser (b) Absolute quantisation error
Fig. 3-9 Comparison between the equivalent and normal uniform quantisers
3.5 Maximum possible input level and optimal
quantisation level for sinusoidal inputs
In the previous section, the results are based on the condition of dc input. In this
section, we analyse the system when input is sinewave signal. Supposing the input is a
sinusoidal signal with amplitude A: x k=Asintk and that N is large enough so that the
changes are small over N samples and the following still holds.
k-k2-1	 k-k+i	 k-k2
N-i	 N-i	 X - N
It is possible now to calculate the signal-to-noise ratio of the simple system in Fig. 3-8.





x , =	 A2sin\
k=O
N-I1
=	 [A sintk- QX(xk) 2
k=O
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For the convenience of calculation, we use continuous time function and integration
instead of discrete time function and summation. When N is large enough, this




: $ A2sin2t dt = T0
Because Q(x) is a piecewise linear function of x and x is a function of t, the integral
along the t axis can be divided into different time intervals. Suppose that N is even
(this is the usual case) so that the possible value for k 1 -k2 is O,±2,±4......±(N-2). Let





sin (...) ^ t ^ sin
and Q(x) = (i+1)IN. The noise power should be
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From (3-8) or (3-9) it can be determined at what value of input amplitude A, the
signal-to-noise ratio reaches maximum. In order to make SNR maximum,
1+a 1 C+a0C2 should be minimum. It is easy to derive from letting the derivative be
zero so that
C=C01= -a1/(2a0)	 =	 A=A= -2a1ja1
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where C01,1 and A01,1 are the optimal values of C and A for maximum SNR. It can be
shown that a0 ( the second derivative ) is always greater than zero so that l+a1Ci-a0C2
has minimum value and therefore SNR has maximum value. Table 3-3 shows the
results of A01, C0 and SNR for different oversampling ratio N.
As we know for N bit linear PCM system, the maximum signal-to-noise ratio
occurs when the amplitude A is full scale that is, equal to one in our case. However,
from Table 3-3 it shows that A01 is always less than one, although as N increases,
A01 approaches one. If as is the case in the usual coding system like PCM, we
consider the situation in which A is greater than A01 as overload, then, for a SDM
system, the possible maximum amplitude without causing overload is A 01,1 and always
less than one. Fig. 3-10 shows the corresponding curve.
Table 3-3 Results of A 01,1 , C0 and SNR for different oversampling
ratio N (quantisation level d=1)
SNR 5dB)	 SNRmax (dB)Oversampling Ratio N	 C opt	 A	 (A=1	 (A=A opt)
	
128	 1.0086	 0.9915	 39.39	 43.69
	
96	 1.0116	 0.9885	 36.81	 41.15
	
64	 1.0178	 0.9825	 33.16	 37.57
	
48	 1.0243	 0.9763	 30.56	 35.01
	
32	 1.0379	 0.9635	 26.86	 31.37
	
24	 1.0522	 0.9504	 24.22	 28.77
	
16	 1.0830	 0.9234	 20.46	 25.04
	
12	 1.1168	 0.8954	 17.77	 22.34
	
8	 1.1940	 0.8375	 13.93	 18.40
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1.0
0.8 .
0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144
Oversampling Ratio
Fig. 3-10 A0 curve versus oversampling ratio
When using a system which is different from Fig. 3-8, the values in Table 3-2
will be different. When the structure of Fig. 3-3 is used, the computer simulation
results have shown that the higher the system order, the smaller the A0 and the larger
the C01,. When the decimator in Fig. 2-11 is used instead of that in Fig. 3-8, the
maximum SNR is improved dramatically. For example, when oversampling ratio N is
64, in the case of the 1st order SDM, the maximum SNR increases from 37.57 dB in
Table 3-2 to about 53 dB.
If we fix the maximum input amplitude as one for all kinds of SDM systems, then
the optimal quantisation levels by which the maximum SNR can be gained for different
oversampling ratio and different order of the loop filter will be different and should be
equal to C01,. Fig. 3-11 shows the results of C values of different order of the system
with oversampling ratio being 64. The structures of modulator in Fig. 3-3, the
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simulation. The results show that the values of C0 are greater than one,
.. 
1.15, lstorderSDM
c = 1.5, 2nd order SDM
opt 3.5, 3rdorderSDM
which is consistent with the above theoretical analysis. The corresponding values of
A0 will be
.. 0.87, 1st order SDM
A = 0.67, 2nd order SDM
opt	 0.29, 3rdorderSDM
Also, the value of C0 increases with the order of the system.
30 .
0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11
C VALUE
Fig. 3-11 Simulation results of C values for different order of system
with oversampling ratio being 64
If we choose an arbitrary value for d as the quantisation level rather than the
normalised value 1, then the maximum input magnitude will be dA 0 . Or we may say
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that, if the required maximum input magnitude is Amax, then the quantisation level
should be d=CoptAmax.
3.6 Idle channel noise
Idle channel noise is the coding noise with a zero input. From Fig. 3-9 which is
depicted for u0=O, it can be seen that when the input is zero the output will be zero as
well. It indicates that the idle channel noise equals zero. Unfortunately, in some
situations, even when the input is zero, the output will not be zero. For example, if
oversampling ratio N is odd, then k 1 can never be equal to k2 in equation (3-1), and
hence, Q(x) has no zero-level. The smallest level will be dIN. Therefore, in this case,
the idle channel noise power will be d 2IN2. In practice, even when N is even, the idle
channel noise is never exactly zero, due to some background noise. In addition,
practical quantiser characteristics can be non-ideal and asymmetrical. As is mentioned
in Section 3.4, the values of u0 for each block of N samples can be different.
Therefore, the curve in Fig. 3-9(a) will shift left or right depending on u 0. The
maximum shift can be 2d/N if u 0 E [-d,d]. The idle channel property can be generally
analysed as follows.
If input x=O, for the simple 1st order system in Fig. 3-8, equation (3-3) can be
described as
u0 e [-d, d] = Uj E [-d, dl, for all k> 0
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Equation (3-4) can be expressed as
-d ^ u0 - Nd + 2k2d ^ d
Consider N=k1 -1-k2, so that
u0 +d^(k1 -k2 )d^u0 - d
Supposing u0 E [-d, d], the following will be true
I (k1 - k2 ) d I ^ 2d (3-10)
From (3-1) we know that the output of the equivalent quantiser is Q(x)=(ki-k2)d/N.
In the case of non-zero idle channel noise, k 1^k2. From (3-10), the idle channel noise
will satisfy
The upper bound of the idle channel noise is proportional to the quantisation level and
inversely proportional to the oversampling ratio. The larger oversampling ratio can lead
to smaller idle channel noise. The smaller the quantisation level d, the smaller the
noise. However, d must be large enough to prevent the overload distortion. This
conflict cannot be solved by a fixed quantiser. In Chapter 5, we will discuss how an
adaptive quantiser can be used to reduce the idle channel noise as well as avoiding the
overload distortion.
The above analysis is based on using one stage of comb filter. If the number of
the stages, n, in equation (2-34) increases, the idle channel noise will decrease.
Fig.3-12 shows the waveforms of the idle channel noise of a second order SDM with
three different demcdulators: one, two, and three stage comb filters, where the value of
quantisation level d is 32767. The idle channel noise can be reduced by about 36 dB by
















Fig. 3-12 Waveforms of the idle channel noise: (a) using one stage of comb filter,
(b) using two stage of comb filters; (c) using three stage of comb filters
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3.7 Design of decimators
As is mentioned in Chapter 2, the simplest and most economical filter to reduce the
input sampling rate is a comb filter, because such a filter does not require a multiplier.
This comb filter operation is equivalent to a rectangular window fmite impulse response
(FIR) filter. However, the comb filter is not very effective at removing the large
volume of out-of-band quantisation noise generated by the sigma-delta modulators.
Also, the frequency response of the comb filter can cause substantial magnitude
drooping at the upper region of the baseband. Therefore, it is seldom used in practice
without additional digital filters.
The structure in Fig. 2-11 is chosen for the decimator. A (n+1)-stage comb filter
is used to decimate the output of the nth order sigma-delta modulator. The second and
third sections are FIR low-pass filters with symmetric coefficients to maintain a
linear-phase response. A cascaded half-band filter structure has the following
advantages: significantly reduced number of computations; reduced memory
requirement; simplified filter design problem; and reduced finite-word-length effects
[40].
The method for designing symmetric, half-band FIR filters has been used for
filter F1(z) and F2(z). If we consider the special case
os = =6
= 7t - (Os,
where
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- the stop band ripple
the pass band edge frequency
the pass band ripple
the stop band edge frequency
then the resulting equiripple optimal solution has the property that [40]
= 1 - H(e')	 (3-12)
That is, the frequency response of the optimal filter is symmetric around o=it/2, it can
be derived,
H(e 2) = 0.5
It can also be readily shown that any symmetric FIR filter satisfying (3-12) also






That is, every other impulse response coefficient (except for k=0) is exactly zero.
Thus, a factor of two reduction in computation is obtained.
It can be a much wider transition band for the first half-band filter Fl (z) than for
the second F2(z). Suppose that the sampling rate for Fl (z) is 4 Hz and for F2(z) is 2
Hz. Then, for the first half-band filter F1(z), the design specifications can be
s1 = 5p1 = 00000	 f 1 = 0.5,	 =1.5
and for the second
6s2 = 3p2 = 0.000001, f = 0.455,	 =0.545
The transition band specifications are illustrated in Fig. 3-13.
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Stage 2	
00.5	 1.0
Fig. 3-13 Decimation process of a two-stage half-band filter
By using a standard design programme, the obtained lengths of F1(z) and F2(z)
are 25 and 169 respectively. After converting the final results into the form which
satisfies time domain constrains (3-13), the final frequency response are shown in
Fig.3-14 and 3-15, where the pass-band ripples are
= 0.0000058	 0p2 = 0.00000009
and the stop-band attenuations are
= -104 (dB)	 8s2 = -115 (dB)
The combination of the two filters and four stages of comb filter gives the
resolution about 118 dB of SNR. This is tested by passing the very high resolution
sinewave through the filters while oversampling ratio is 64. Therefore, the decimator
can be used for as high as 16-18 bit PCM quality.
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Fig. 3-15 Magnitude response of the 169th order half-band low-pass filter
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3.8 SNR simulations for sigma-delta modulators
From equation (2-22), the approximate theoretical results of the maximum
signal-to-noise ratio for different bit number, oversampling ratio, and order of ioop
filter can be obtained. The equations were derived based on the assumption of an
independent white noise model. The computer simulations show that the equations
(2-22) match better with the simulations of lower order and higher bit number systems.
Fig. 3-16 gives the curves of maximum signal-to-noise ratio versus bit number when
the oversampling ratio is 64. The comparison between the theoretical and the
simulation results shows that the difference becomes smaller for multi-bit systems. The
reason is probably that the model of independent white noise is more accurate for the
system with more quantisation levels. Fig. 3-17 shows the difference between the
theoretical values and the simulation results when varying the order of the loop filter.
This difference becomes larger when the order increases. This is probably because the
higher order ioop filter increases the magnitude of the signal before the quantiser so as
to cause a much more severe nonlinearity.
Fig. 3-18 gives the results of maximum signal-to-noise ratio of one-bit second
order sigma-delta modulation with different oversampling ratios. The difference
between the theoretical and simulation results is almost constant for different
oversampling ratio. It indicates that the signal-to-noise ratio can be approximately
obtained by using equations (2-22) and then subtracting the difference.
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Fig. 3-16 Maximum signal-to-noise ratio versus bit number
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Order of the Loop Filter
Fig. 3-17 Maximum signal-to-noise ratio versus order of the loop filter
(oversampling ratio: 64frequency: 10087 Hz , cne-t ud,tiser)
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Fig. 3-18 Maximum signa-to-noise ratio of one-bit second order SDM
versus oversampling ratio ( frequency: 10087 Hz)
Fig. 3-19 gives the curves of maximum SNR versus oversampling ratio for the
1st, 2nd, and 3rd order one-bit SDM. As is expected, the higher the order and the
higher the oversampling ratio, the better SNR the system has. It can also be seen that
for a certain oversampling ratio, the difference between the 1st and 2nd, the 2nd and
3rd order systems in SNR are almost the same. By calculating the differences from
(2-22), it can be determined that
diff2,1 (dB) = 6.02L - 8.0
cliff3,2 (dB) = 6.02L - 8.48
cliff43 (dB) = 6.02L - 8.85
where 2L is the oversampling ratio and diff j is the difference between the ith order and
the jth order SDM in SNR. When L is constant, there is less than 0.5 dB difference.
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Fig. 3-19 Maximum signal-to-noise ratio of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order one-bit
SDM versus oversampling ratio (frequency: 10087 Hz)
Fig. 3-20 gives the SNR curve versus input magnitude of the 3rd order SDM.
The level 0 dB corresponds to the maximum possible magnitude of the input. This
curve is very similar to the curve in Fig. 2-2, which shows that a SDM used as a A/D
converter has the same characteristic as a linear (uniform) A/D converter has.
As is mentioned in Chapter 2, one of the superior properties of SDM over DM is
that the overload characteristic is independent of the frequency of the input signal. This
has been tested by varying the frequency of the sinusoidal input and measuring the
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IN PUT MAGNITUDE IN DB
Fig. 3-20 SNR curve versus input magnitude of the 3rd order SDM
Frequency in kHz
Fig. 3-21 Maximum signal-to-noise ratio versus the frequency
of the sinusoidal input
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3.9 Summary
The key points from this chapter are summarised as follows
1. The coefficients (b1 } of the loop filter affect both the stability and the SNR of
the SDM system. The coefficients (a1 ) of the loop filter affect the SNR but have little
effect on the stability.
2. If an extra gain K is placed between the filter G(z) and the quantiser, which is
equivalent to the multiplication of the (b 1 } coefficients by K, then the gain K affects
neither the stability nor the SNR. In other words, the output of the quantiser will be
always the same no matter what is the value of K. Hence, there can be infinite sets of
coefficients (b)to be chosen for a suitable implementation.
3. The designing of the loop filter is carried out by optimisation rather than the
traditional filter design method because of the nonlinearity of the system. The SNR is
maximised to search for the optimal coefficients (a 1 ) and (b 1 ). The stability is
indicated under the reasonable value of SNR.
4. The concept of equivalent quantiser has been introduced to demonstrate the
quantisation characteristic of the SDM. It shows that the error characteristic is quite
different from the normal uniform quantiser. The width of the division of the input is
different from the width of the adjacent quantisation level, i.e., the output points are not
the midpoints of the set of the inputs. Furthermore, it is a time-varying quantiser.
5. The maximum possible input magnitudes have been determined for a simple
single-loop SDM with sinusoidal input and simulated by computer for more
complicated SDM systems. They show that the possible maximum amplitude without
causing overload is always smaller than and proportional to the quantisation level.
6. The upper bound of the idle channel noise is proportional to the quantisation
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level and inversely proportional to the oversampling ratio.
7. The computer simulations of the SNR for SDM against the bit number, the
order of the loop filter, the oversampling ratio, the input signal frequency, and the
input magnitude are given to show the properties of the system more intuitively.
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4.1 Introduction
Sigma-Delta Modulation has been known for almost three decades; yet, little has been
published comparing experiment with theoretical analysis particularly for nonlinearity
and stability of the one-bit system. On the surface this might seem strange because of
the apparent simplicity of the sigma-delta system. The principal difficulty of the
analysis is the absence of general easy tools for handling stabilities in nonlinear
systems with memory. From this viewpoint the simplicity of the sigma-delta modulator
is deceptive. This chapter is an attempt to discover more about the important stability
aspect in one-bit SDM systems from different angles: nonlinearity, limit cycles, and
overload distortion. The chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 describes the
nonlinearity and presents some of the phenomena. Section 4.3 contains a general
discussion of stability issues. Section 4.4 and 4.5 discuss limit cycles which are the
important features of nonlinear systems. Section 4.6 addresses the overload problem
and its solution.
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4.2 Nonlinearity in one-bit sigma-delta modulation
Nonlinearities can be classified as smooth nonlinearities and hard nonlinearities [41].
One bit sigma-delta modulators such as one in Fig. 3-3 are systems with hard
nonlinearity. A longstanding problem with such nonlinear systems has been the
difficulty in analysing their exact behaviour, especially when the nonlinearity is
aggravated by its presence in the feedback loop. By far the most common approach is
to use a linear approximation in which the coarse quantiser in the feedback loop is
replaced by a signal-independent additive white uniform noise source. As a result, the
system transfer function of Fig. 3-3 can be separated into two parts: the signal transfer
function Fx(z) and the noise transfer function FE(z). They have been derived in
Chapter 2 and are as follows.
G(z)	 1
Fx(z) = 1+ G(z) '	 FE(z) = 1+ G(z)	 (4-1)
From the analysis of Chapter 3, it has been proved that if G(z) is replaced by
KG(z), where K is a positive real number, the function of the system will not be
affected. However, it is obvious from (4-1) that if G(z) is replaced by KG(z), the
functions will change, especially, the noise transfer function. Some researchers tried to
describe the stability problem by placing the constraint on IFE(z)I for IzI=l. For
example, in [15}, IFE(eibo)I is described to be less than 2 for the modulator to remain
stable. If we replace G(z) in (4-1) by KG(z), IFE(eio))I can be arbitrarily small by
choosing K large enough. But the system still operates in exactly the same way. If the
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system is originally unstable, it is still unstable even if IF E(eio))I becomes very small.
Therefore, using the linear model of (4-1) is not suitable in this situation for the hard
nonlinearity of sigma-delta modulators.
In fact, the basic conditions that justify the additive white noise model
approximation of the quantiser has been described as follows [27]:
(1) the successive input samples are only moderately correlated;
(2) the number of output levels is large (multi-bit cases);
(3) the output points are very close to the midpoints of the corresponding
quantisation intervals.
It is obvious that the one-bit quantiser does not satisfy condition (2). Condition (3)
cannot be guaranteed either. That is why the linear model of one-bit sigma-delta
modulator may be misleading.
To make the description of the nonlinearity more intuitive, we take the 3rd order
SDM system as an illustrated example. The coefficients of the loop filter G(z) are
chosen from Table 3-1 as b 1=1.0, b2=O.5, b3=O.1301, a 1=O.00001, a2=O.00116, and
a3=0.0. If, in general case, (Kb1 ) are used, the function of G(z) will be
(z - 1)2+0. 5(z— 1) +0.1301
G(z)=K
(z— 1)+0. 00001(z— 1)2+ 0.00116(z— 1)
=K	
i1 1.5z2+0.6301z3
1-2. 99999 z '+ 3.00114z 2 — 1.00115z3
(4-2)
As long as K is a positive real number, the performance of the SDM will remain
unchanged. For the model of signal-independent noise, the noise transfer function
from (4-1) will be
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1-2.99999i'+3.001 14i21.001 15i
FE(z) 
= 1 +(K-2.99999)z 1 +(3.00 114-1 .5K)12+(0.6301 K- 1.001 1 5)i
A group of magnitude responses of FE(e i °) can be obtained by changing K. Fig. 4-1
gives the magnitude responses of FE(eio)) when K=0.8, 2.0, and 2.5. The differences
among them are obvious. Also, for some values of K, FE(z) will be unstable, e.g.,
when K=0.5 and 3.0, some of the poles are outside the unit circle I z 1=1.0. However,
this group of noise transfer functions map into the same output sequences. It is not a
one-to-one mapping. If we define B as a vector space of the coefficients f b 1 } and Q as
a vector space of the output sequences, then we may say that the mapping of B into Q is
surjective or this is a mapping of B onto Q [42]. This leads to a conclusion that to
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F,.q'aylHz
The 3rd order noise shaping function (K=O.8)
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The 3rd order noise shaping function (K=2.0)
I Us
The 3rd order noise shaping function (K=23)
Fig. 4-1 Magnitude responses of FE(ei0)) when K=0.8, 2.0, 2.5
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4.3 Stability
In spite of the great simplicity of the one-bit sigma-delta modulator as an A/D or a D/A
converter, the analyses of its stability are not sufficiently adequate because of the
mathematical complexity of the nonlinear feedback loop. In linear systems, instability
is equivalent to "blowing up", because unstable poles always lead to exponential
growth of the system states. However, for nonlinear systems, blowing up is only one
way of instability. Another way is in the form of limit cycles. The stability of a
nonlinear system like one-bit SDM, not only depends on the parameters of the system,
but also on the initial conditions and the input.
How to describe the stability problem in a SDM system is not very clear so far.
The conventional stability concepts may not be used any more. For instance, a one-bit
SDM has an output which is bounded by the quantisation level d and hence it is always
stable in the sense of Bounded Input Bounded Output (BIBO). Most of the
researchers in this field have discussed the stability problem from the aspect of limit
cycles. Hem, et al. considered the stability to be a matter of degrees [43]. Stikvoort
defmed that the system will be considered stable if limit cycles different from the two
special types, cannot occur. These two types are a one-zero pattern at half the
sampling frequency in the absence of the signal, and the one caused by a dc input or
some offset in the system [31].
In the author's view, the stability problem may be divided into two kinds of
situations: the occurrences of overload and/or unwanted limit cycles. The stability
problem is strongly related to the overload problem in the SDM systems because of the
feedback loop, although overload, in general, does not necessarily imply instability.
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For example, in PCM systems, overload can occur but there is no stability problem. In
fact, the higher order loop filter in the SDM system amplifies much more the input of
the quantiser and makes the quantiser frequently overload, which is reflected by an
increase in the amount of quantisation noise. This excess noise is circulated through
the loop and can cause an even larger signal to appear at the quantiser input. Perhaps
we can say that the sudden drop in SNR curve against input level in Fig. 3-20 when
input increases to some level is caused by instability or that it can be considered as the
overload distortion of the system. The overload distortion may not lead to the
occurrence of the limit cycles, although there may be some relation between them.
Limit cycles are evidenced as being essential to the operation of the SDMs [31][6][34].
For example, when the value of a dc input is a rational number, a single loop (1st
order) SDM will produce a high frequency limit cycle whose average value will
approach dc input. It indicates that we need to use the characteristic of the limit cycles.
However, we only need its low-pass version, i.e., its average. If the fundamental
frequency and its hannonics with large magnitudes fall into the signal band, the
performance of the sigma-delta modulator will be affected. Furthermore, the limit
cycles which do not contribute their averages to the approach to the input may be very
harmful to the system performance.
Either in overload or limit cycle situation, we may state that the system is unstable
if the output can no longer track the input. In the next two sections we will investigate
the limit cycles inside the SDM system. Subsequently, in Section 4.6, we investigate
the stability from the viewpoint of overload distortion.
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4,4 Limit cycles in sigma-delta modulation
Limit cycles are unique features of nonlinear systems. In the phase plane, a limit
cycle is defined as an isolated closed curve. Trajectories inside the curve and those
outside the curve all tend to converge to or diverge from this curve, while a motion
started on this curve will stay on it forever, circling periodically around the origin [41].
A limit cycle is a kind of oscillation. However, according to [41], not all the
oscillations in the nonlinear system are limit cycles. The stability problem in a
sigma-delta modulation system may be partly described as the existence of the
unwanted limit cycles or oscillations. A one bit sigma-delta modulator contains the so
called "hard" nonlinearity so that in some cases, like dc input, limit cycles will occur
[34]. It is generally believed that whether limit cycles will occur or not, the average of
the output of the sigma-delta modulator should approximate the input [10].
Suppose that an oscillation happens when input is dc so that the output of the loop
quantiser q(t) can be expressed as its Fourier series
q(t) = e0 + e 1coso 0t + f1 sinw0t + e2cos2w0t + f2sin2co0t +	 (4-3)
where e0 is its dc component, which should be very close to the value of dc input. In
the demodulator, a low-pass filter is needed to remove the unwanted high frequency
portion so as to enhance the resolution in the signal band. If some of the frequencies
nc00 , n=1,2, ... are inside the pass band of the low-pass filter, distortion will be
introduced. Therefore, it can be seen that sigma-delta modulator uses nonlinearity to
produce a kind of limit cycle or oscillation so that its average approaches the input. The
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average value (dc) in (4-3) is needed, but if the fundamental frequency and its
harmonics with large magnitudes fall into the signal band, the performance of the
sigma-delta modulator will be affected. Fig. 4-2 shows an example from the 3rd order
sigma-delta modulator with dc input Fig. 4-2(a) is the time-domain waveform of u(t)
before quantiser and Fig. 4-2(b) is its spectrum in the frequency domain. Fig. 4-2(c) is
the time-domain waveform of the output q(t) and Fig. 4-2(d) its spectrum. Fig. 4-2(e)
is the low-passed version of q(t) and Fig. 4-2(f) its spectrum. It can be seen that in this
example, the main limit cycle occurs outside the signal band and the average of q(t)
approaches the dc input, where signal band is 0-22.05 kHz and sampling rate is 2822.4
kHz).
It has been shown that the location of the frequency components of the limit cycle
varies with the input signal level [34] and thus it is conceivable that for certain input
signals, strong frequency components of the noise spectrum will fall into the baseband
and hence degrade the signal-to-noise ratio of the system. In the next section, the
analysis of the limit cycle for the single-loop (first order) sigma-delta modulator will be
given. The exact period can be evaluated if the dc input level is given. Unfortunately,
it is very difficult to analyse the higher order system. However, higher order
sigma-delta modulation has been shown experimentally to have a less spiky
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Fig.4-2 (a) Time-domain waveform of the input of the quantiser u(t)
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Fig.4-2 (c) Time-donia] n waveform of the output of the quantiser q(t)
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Fig.4-2 (e) Time-domain waveform of the output after low-pass filtering
(f) Spectrum of the output after low-pass filtering
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4.5 Estimating limit cycles of the 1st order sigma-delta
modulator with dc input by direct time-domain analysis
As is mentioned in Section 2.8, assuming dc input to the sigma-delta modulator makes
analysis much easier and when the oversampling ratio is large or, equivalently, when
the input signal freuency is much smaller than the actual sampling rate, the input will
appear approximately constant during a short period of time. Thus, all the analyses in
this section are based on the condition of dc input.
Supposing that there is a limit cycle of period P in the system described in
Fig.3-8(a) with dc input x, if the sum in Fig. 3-8(b) is carried out over P samples, the




Because of period P. u=u0. Also, assume that there are k 1 positive bits and k2 negative
bits among the P output bits so that
kk2 d=
. d=x	 (4-4)
where a and b are relatively prime integers, i.e., their greatest common divisor is 1.
Assuming that the relationship between the input x and the quantization level d can be
expressed as
x =
the necessary condition for the existence of a limit cycle is that ?. must be a rational
number. For the normalised case d being one, the necessary condition is that x must be
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a rational number [34]. The length of the limit cycle is a multiple of the denominator a,
which can be derived if the dc value of the input is given. In the remaining discussion
below in this section, d being one is assumed.
There are two questions which need to be answered:
1) Given a dc input x, which is a rational number, what is the period of the limit
cycle;
2) Given a pattern of the limit cycle of the output qj, what is the input value x.
They will be answered in reverse order.
Given a pattern of limit cycle with period P, the input value can be easily
determined by using (4-4). This is illustrated by the following examples.
Example 1 The limit cycle pattern of the output is given: +1 +1 +1 -1
so that k1 =3, k2=l, and P=4.
Therefore, x = (3-1)14 = 0.5.
Example 2 The limit cycle pattern of the output is given: +1 -1 -1
so that k 1 =l, k2=2, and P=3.
Therefore, x = (1-2)/3 = - 1/3.
Thus, the second question is answered. Now we come to the first.
As we know from (2-32), the upper bound on the absolute error will be smaller
as the oversampling ratio becomes larger. If the limit is evaluated as N approaches
infinity, the absolute error will approach zero. That is
lim I x-Q(x)I=lim .-=O
Noo	 N°°
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N-3. i=O	 N-400	 N400N
where N2 is the number of negative bits among N bit output. Assume that there are k
complete periods among N bit output, that is
N=kP+e, N2 =kk2 +f, or Ne(modk), N2f(modk)
where e and fare the reminders, then (4-5) will become
	
kk+f	 2k
x=1-2lim 2	 1 _a	 (4-6)
	
k—)o kP+e	 P
It can be proved that k2 and P are relatively prime (see Appendix C). Therefore, given
the value of dc input x which can be expressed as a rational number, then the period P
can be determined through the equation derived from (4-6)
k2
 - 1 -
P	 2
where k2 and P are relatively prime.
Example3 x=O.5
k2fP=(1-O.5)/2=1/4 sothat P=4
which is consistent with the result in Table 2-2.
Example 4 x = -0.65
k2/P = (1+0.65)12 = 33/40 so that P=40
The frequency which is corresponding to P will be f = f/P, while is the sampling
frequency.
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In the case of first order SDM, almost all dc inputs give rise to a limit cycle at the
quantiser output. That is, if x is chosen from a uniform distribution within (-d, d), the
probability that this input gives rise to a limit cycle is 1. Furthermore, only one limit
cycle exists for a fixed x [44]. The period of the limit cycle P can be decided by (4-6)
and is independent of the initial condition. However, this is not the case for higher
order system such as double loop SDM. The existance of the limit cycle and its period
not only depends on the input but also the initial conditions [34].
The limit cycles produced by the single loop SDM have the property that the ones
and minus ones are distributed as uniformly as possible in the output stream [34]. This
indicates that the limit cycles tend to have a high fundamental frequency which will be
outside the signal-band with high probability.
4.6 Overload and the use of clippers
In this section, we will investigate the stability problem from the overload point of
view. The question is why the conventional noise transfer function F E(z) = (l-z1)
when n is greater than 2 will cause the system to be unstable, while the optimised high
order filters will not do so. In order to understand the reason, it is necessary to observe
the spectrum of the error of quantiser which is inside the SDM loop. Fig. 4-3 gives a
diagram for calculating this error called e(k). The input x(k) is a sinusoidal signal with
the frequency of 10087 Hz. Fig. 4-4 shows the error spectrum when using the
conventional third order noise transfer function F E(z) = (1-z 1 )3. It is observed that the
error spectrum is not white at all. Fig. 4-5 gives the error spectrum when G(z) from
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This may be explained from the angle of overload. As is known, the granular noise
tends to be white while the overload distortion will be more spiky and more
fluctuated. The SDM system based on the conventional noise transfer function
frequently causes overload of the quantiser. Relatively, the optimised filter will
alleviate the overload distortion. Therefore, the error in the optimised system tends to
be more granular noise and looks more like white noise.
Fig. 4-3 Diagram of calculating quantiser error
FTquacy / Hz
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Fig. 4-5 Error spectrum when using the optimised 3rd order filter
The one-bit sigma-delta modulator is a nonlinear system. The stability of this
kind of systems, as mentioned in the previous section, not only depends on the
parameters of the system, but also the initial conditions and the input. It is observed
that under the same conditions, i.e., the same sets of parameters and the same initial
states of the system, the 3rd order system can be stable with the certain sinusoidal
inputs without adding clippers, but oscillations will sometimes appear when the input is
the 15-second piece of music. Fig. 4-6 shows a short period of time-domain waveform
together with the signal waveform after being processed, i.e., the reconstructed signal.
It is clearly shown that the reconstructed signal contains oscillations. These kinds of
phenomena are observed as being caused by overload. In order to solve this problem,
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clippers are needed to saturate the magnitude deliberately. If one clipper is placed just
before the quantiser, it will not play any role because one-bit quantiser itself has the
function of saturation. Considering each integrator in Fig. 3-3 whose transfer function
is z-1/(1-z-1), its magnitude response will be (2-2cosco) 1a. It has enormous gain at
low frequencies near dc. It seems reasonable to place a clipper after each integrator, as
is shown in Fig. 4-7. A simple clipping model is used which employs a saturation
characteristic of the form
v x,	 forlxt^M
sat(x) 
= M sign(x), otherwise
where M is the clipping level, and sign(-) is the signum function. The clippers are
typically designed so that the clipping level is not much larger than the quantisation
level d. For each stage of integrator in Fig. 4-7, the clipping level is different because
the signal level becomes higher and higher as the stage number increases. The
following levels for each stage is based on the computer simulations
Mj=m(12i 1 d (j=1,2,3,4)
where M represents the clipping level of the dipperj, d is the quantisation level, and m
is a factor which can be adjusted between 4 and 10 depending on the coefficients of the
loop filter G(z). After adding the clippers, the phenomenon in Fig. 4-6 disappears.
It shows that the presence of the clippers in the SDM strongly influences the stability of
the third or higher order systems.
(4-7)
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(a) Oiiginal signal
Time bmse - 3.98333e.OI milliseconds/division
(b) Reconstructed signal
Fig.4-6 Oscillation occurs in the music signal case
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Fig. 4-7 A fouth order SDM with clippers
Saturation or clipping implies loss of state information and performance
degradation. However, if the magnitude of the signals of each stage grows more and
more and hence the severe overload situation dominates the system, we will have even
worse degradation.
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4.7 Summary
Sigma-delta modulators are nonlinear systems. It has been demonstrated that the
traditional filter design methods for the noise shaping function are not suitable for the
design of the loop filter. This is the reason for choosing the optimisation method in the
design procedure in Chapter 3.
The stability is still a difficult topic for a sigma-delta modulation system. The
system is always stable in the sense of BIBO. Its stability is reflected in overload and
limit cycle situations in which the output of the system may no longer track the input.
Some limit cycles are essential to produce the oscillation so that its average will
approach the input, but some of them are harmful. The period of the limit cycle
produced by a simple first order SDM can be determined when a dc input is applied.
However, for more complicated systems, it is more difficult to calculate the exact
period of the limit cycles.
Overload distortion can be alleviated by using one clipper after each stage of
integrator. The clipping levels are different for each stage and become higher as the





The advantages of sigma-delta AID and DIA converters over traditional PCM are by
now well known. One-bit coding offers attractive possibilities in AID and DIA
conversion for audio, which is, in part, due to the fact that it does not require precise
component matching. However, a one-bit system usually needs either a very high
oversampling ratio, or a very high order loop filter, in order to achieve the audio
quality. For example, in a one-bit third order system, to obtain the quality equivalent to
16 bit PCM, the oversampling ratio should be at least 128. The higher the oversampling
ratio, the more difficult the implementation. Also, the higher the order of loop filter,
the more likely the system will be unstable, and generally, the more difficult it is to
design.
As is well known, the quantiser also plays a key role in a SDM besides the
oversampling ratio and noise shaping function. However, little work has been carried
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out on the quantiser itself. Usually, quantisers with fixed step size are used for
sigma-delta modulators and these cannot always match the variance of the input. For
small signal magnitude, very coarse quantisation could happen and for large magnitude
of signal, overload may occur. Adaptive quanvisers have been used in some
digital coding systems such as APCM, ADPCM, ADM [29]. They have also been
examined in some simple sigma-delta modulators before [45] [46]. They have shown
great advantages in increasing the dynamic range and attaining better quality at the
same bit rate or reducing the bit rate of the system while maintaining the same quality.
The main topic of this chapter is to investigate adaptive quantiser with digital
logic in sigma-delta modulation. Basic methods of adaptation and the design of the
adaptation logic are described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The adaptive SDM system is
then simulated for both sinusoidal and music signals in Sections 5.4 and 5.6. Section
5.5 shows some results with an adaptive SDM working as an AID converter.
Furthermore, the quantisation effect on adaptation levels is discussed and the idle
channel noise is shown to compare with that in the fixed SDM system. Finally, Section
5.10 gives the conclusions.
5.2	 Adaptive quantisation
The magnitude of a music signal can vary over a wide range depending on the
instruments, singers, etc. In the digitising process, on the one hand we wish to
choose the quantisation step size large enough to accommodate the maximum
peak-to-peak range of the signal; on the other hand we would like to make the
quantisation step small so as to minimise the quantisation noise and the idle channel
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noise. To satisfy both of them is impossible by using a fixed quantiser. The basic
idea of adaptive quantisation is to let the step size vary so as to match the variance of the
input signal.
In order to adapt the step size, it is necessary to obtain an estimate of the time
varying amplitude properties of the input signal. Usually, there are two kinds of
methods: feed-forward and feedback adaptation[28]. Feed-forward adaptation is based
on the estimation of unquantised samples, i.e., usually at the input of the quantiser.
Feedback adaptation is based on the estimation of the output of the quantiser. Their
block diagrams appear in Fig. 5-1. Feed-forward estimates of step-size are unaffected
by quantisation noise: therefore, they are more reliable. However, the system needs
to transmit this additional information to the receiver. Although the feedback estimates





(a) Feed-forward adaptation 	 (b) Feedback adaptation
Fig. 5-1 Feed-forward and feedback adaptation
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A common approach to variance calculation is to assume that the variance is
proportional to the short-time energy, which is defined as the output of a low-pass filter
with the squared signal as its input, x 2(k) [29]. That is
=	 x2(k) h(i-k)
where h(k) is the impulse response of the low-pass filter. If a one-bit quantisation
function is defined by
if u(k) ^ 0
q(k) =	
otherwise
where u(k) is the input of the quantiser, then the adaptive logic can be
Feed-forward:	 = c au2(i)
Feedback:	 d1 = c aq2(i)
where c is a scaling constant, and a2 and Nq2 are the variances of the signal u(k) and
q(k) respectively. It is obvious that the feedback logic is always constant so that it
cannot be used for the one-bit case.
To obtain the short-time energy needs a large amount of calculation. An
alternative approach is to use local values of peak output magnitude to vary the overload
level. Thus for a feed-forward adaptation of one-bit quantiser, the logic can be in the
form
d = C lulmax;	 lUlmax = max ( Iu(i-k)I }; k=1,2,...,K
where d is the one-bit quantisation level of the ith data block and each block consists of
K samples. Feedback adaptation based on the maximum magnitude of the output of a
one-bit quantiser is also meaningless because the maximum is always the same as the
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quantisation level. The maximum-magnitude logic is simpler than the variance
estimation and particularly appropriate to the control of overload distortion.
Considering the case of sigma-delta modulation, the additional bits to be stored or
transmitted are unwanted. In particular, if SDM is used as an ADC, then the signal
before the quantiser is analogue. We would like to use digital logic to reduce the
complexity of the circuitry. Hence, feedback adaptation has to be chosen. However,
feedback adaptation based on the output of the quantiser is impossible due to the
characteristic of single-bit quantiser. Therefore, a feedback logic which is not directly
based on the output of the quantiser has to be introduced. An estimate of the maximum
magnitude of the input is used for the adaptation and will be described in detail in the
next section.
5.3 Logic design of adaptation for SDM
As we have seen in Chapters 2 and 3, the upper bound of the quantisation error and the
idle channel noise is proportional to the quantisation level d (see 2.8 and 3.6). The
maximum input level also depends on d. We are confronted with a dilemma in
quantising the signal. On the one hand, we would like to choose small d to reduce the
quantisation error and idle channel noise. On the other hand, d has to be large enough
to prevent the overload distortion. In this section, we will discuss how to design the
adaptation logic for a SDM system.
As is mentioned in Section 5.2, adaptive quantisation based on the maximum-
magnitude logic is easier than that based on the variance estimation. And also, it is
more suitable to SDM systems which are very sensitive to overload distortion. If the
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step size of the quantiser can be adjusted as the maximum magnitude of the input u(k)
to the quantiser changes, the dynamic range of the sigma-delta modulator can be
increased. However, it is difficult to estimate the magnitude of u(k) from q(k) because
of the coarse quantisation: in the case of one-bit quantiser, q(k) just represents the sign
of u(k). But the quantisation level must have some relation with x(k). As was
described in Section 3.4, the sigma-delta modulator-demodulator can be considered as
an equivalent quantiser. Based on this concept, its quantisation level may be changed
by using feedback adaptation according to its output. Fig. 5-2 shows the basic idea.




for the single-loop SDM, where N is the oversampling ratio, k 1 and k2 are positive or
zero and negative samples over N samples respectively. Equation (5-1) indicates that
changing the quantisation level of the equivalent quantiser can be carried out by




Fig. 5-2 Adaptive quantisation based on the concept of equivalent quantiser
The computer simulations have shown that when the input level is constant, there
is an optimal quantisation level d0 by which the maximum signal-to-noise ratio can be
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Fig. 5-3 Characteristic graphs of changing the quantisation level: (a) The
characteristic of the quantiser, (b) The signal-to-noise ratio against
the quantisation level when input magnitude is a constant
The magnitude of the output x can be detected by first low-pass filtering the
output q(k) of the one-bit quantiser and then detecting the maximum magnitude over a
certain period of time. According to the maximum-magnitude logic, it is reasonable
to have the adaptive logic as follows
d 1 = c M , d ^ d ^ d
	 (5-2)
where M is the maximal magnitude in the ith block of the output samples of
the low-pass filter, that is, the maximum magnitude estimate of the input x(k) for the
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ith block, and d is the step size for the (i+l)th block of samples. The factor c is a
constant which depends on the order of the system and the oversampling ratio. The
optimal value of it for sinusoidal input is C01, which has been derived and
computer-simulated in Chapter 3. Each block contains, say, K samples and K
depends on the stationary property of the signal. For speech, usually the signal can
be considered stationary over 10-30 ms periods. For music signals, it may be less
than 5 ms, that is, K should be less than 220, if the sampling frequency is 44.1 kHz.
For both modulator and demodulator, an appropriate initial value M 0 is required. In
(52), 1max depends on the maximum level of the system. d1j depends on the
requirement for noise level when the input is zero.
If the SNR for an A/D system with no oversampling and noise-shaping is SNR=
(2/ ae2 ), where a, 2 is the signal power and Ge2 is the quantisation noise power, the
total SNR for a sigma-delta modulator is
SNR 
= 
(cN12, Ge2 ) SNRenhancement
where SNRenhancement is obtained from oversampling and noise shaping
techniques. For a sinusoidal input: x = Esinco0t, a 2 = 0.5E2. In the case of no
overload, and assuming that the quantisation noise is uniformly distributed in the
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SNR = (3E2 /2d2 ) SNRenhancement	 (5-3)
Assuming the ideal case: d = cE according to equation (5-2), then
SNR = (3/2c2 ) SNRenhancement	 (5-4)
which means that SNR can be independent of the input level. This deduction is based
on the model of additive white noise. It needs to be tested by computer simulation
because, strictly spealdng, a one-bit SDM is a nonlinear system. From (5-4) it can be
seen that the smaller the c is, the better SNR can be obtained as long as it does not
cause overload. As was mentioned before, the value of c represents the relation
between the input level and the quantisation level d. Its optimal values for different
systems with the sinusoidal input have been calculated and simulated in Section 3.5.
The diagram of a discrete-time model of adaptive sigma-delta modulator is shown
in Fig. 5-4(a) and the corresponding demodulator is shown in Fig. 5-4(b), where t(k)
is a digital sequence which is either 1 or 0 and q(k) is an analogue sequence after
decoding whose value changes according to the adaptation logic. Both modulator and
demodulator use the same kind of low-pass filter and decimator. After the decimator,
samples are stored in a buffer with length K. Then the maximum value is detected
among K samples. The main purpose for using low-pass filtering and decimation in
the demodulator is to obtain high quality for the reconstructed signal.
Simultaneously, the estimate of the magnitude of x(k) can be obtained. But in the
modulator, the only purpose is to find the maximum magnitude of the signal so that a
very sharp low-pass filter is not necessary. Thus a simple low-pass filter can be used
in the modulator while the complexity of the demodulator will be greater because two
sets of low-pass and decimation systems have to be used.
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Fig. 5-4 Adaptive SDM (a) modulator, (b) demodulator
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5.4 Signal-to-noise ratio tests and multi-tone test
Adaptive quantisation has been carried out for one-bit, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order
sigma-delta modulators. The structure in Fig. 3-3 is used for the simulations.
Considering that for a music signal, the stationary time may be less than 5 ms, and the
controlling factor M 1 for the current block of samples is calculated from the previous
block, K=60 is chosen as the block size, which corresponds to 1.36 ms. This K value
could be changed according to the statistical characteristics of the input, which will be
discussed later. For fixed quantisers, assuming that M is the maximum input level
which does not cause overload, cM is chosen as the quantisation level. The input x(k)
to the modulator and the output x(k) of the demodulator are discrete time analogue
signals, i.e., in computer simulation, floating point numbers are used to represent
them.
The SNR results of both fixed and adaptive 3rd order sigma-delta modulation, as
the input level changes from 0 dB (maximum) to -60 dB, are shown in Fig. 5-5,
which clearly shows that the dynamic range of the system can be improved effectively
by using an adaptive quantiser. Fig. 5-6 gives the spectrum results when the input
level is -60 dB. Fig. 5-6(a) is the spectrum of the reconstructed signal when using a
fixed quantiser and Fig. 5-6(b), when an adaptive quantiser is applied. It can be seen
that the noise level is at -180 dB with respect to the full scale for the adaptive system.
Fig. 5-5 also gives the results of the 1st and 2nd order adaptive sigma-delta
modulators. They all have the same property: SNR is nearly independent of input
level, which is consistent with the result from equation (5-4). Fig. 5-7 gives the
results of fixed and adaptive 3rd order sigma-delta modulators when the input contains
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SDM. Fig. 5-7(a) shows the spectrum of the reconstructed signal of the fixed SDM,
from which it can be seen that because of overload, the effects of harmonic and
intermodulated components are very severe. However, in Fig. 5-7(b), the harmonic
and intermodulation distortion is reduced effectively by allowing the quantisation
level to increase as the input magnitude becomes larger.
—s--- 3rd order fixed SDM
3rd order adaptive SDM
D- 2nd order adaptive SDM
1st order adaptive SDM
20 .
-60	 -50	 -40	 -30	 -20	 -10	 0
INPUT MAGNITUDE IN DB
Fig. 5-5 SNR results for the fixed and adaptive 3rd order sigma-delta
modulators, the 1st and 2nd order adaptive sigma-delta
modulators (input: 10087 Hz sinewave; oversampling ratio: 64;
Nyquist sampling frequency: 44.1 kHz; 1-bit quantiser.)
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(b) Using adaptive quantiser
Fig. 5-6 Comparison of spectra of iconstructed signals between 3rd order
fixed and adaptive SDMs when input level is -60 dB
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Fig. 5-7 Comparison of spectra of reconstructed signals between 3rd order
fixed and adaptive SDMs when input contains 3 tones and the total
inputlevelis 10dB
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Fig. 5-8 gives an illustrating graph which is an SNR comparison between an
adaptive 3rd order SDM (oversampling ratio: 64) and linear PCMs. It shows that as
the input level decreases, the SNR of the adaptive SDM exceeds that of higher and
higher bit PCM systems. After -33 dB, it is even better than a 20 bit PCM system.
INPUT MAGNITUDE IN DB
Fig. 5-8 Comparison between 3rd order adaptive SDM with oversampling
ratio 64 (average value) and linear PCMs (theoretical values)
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5.5 Adaptive sigma-delta modulator used as an AID
or a DIA converter
The diagram of an A/D converter using sigma-delta modulator is shown in Fig. 5-9. It
can be seen that the differences between a fixed and an adaptive sigma-delta A/D
converter are the logic block for finding the maximum and an extra D/A converter in
Fig. 5-9. It only needs a buffer and simple calculations to fmd the maximum, but a D/A
converter indicates the increase of the complexity. We will discuss the possible
implementation in Section 5.8. When PCM youn4tng is added after the decimator,
the fmal quality depends on both sigma-delta modulator and N bit linear PCM. It
cannot be better than either of them.
fliE
ANALOG + ________	 7	 _______ N BiT
INPUT 
P9jINTEGRATOR 
4UANTISERf.tI 	 JDEaMATolCOI PCM
Fig. 5-9 Sigma-delta modulation used in an A/D converter
As we know, most music signals have a large dynamic range. To ensure
adequate rendering over the whole range, which is, for example, equivalent to 16 bit
PCM, for a one bit sigma-delta modulator, either very high order of loop filter or very
high oversampling ratio should be used. In many cases, the low music volumes
predominate. Fig. 5-10 shows an example of the magnitude distribution from a
15-second piece of music. The full scale value of magnitude is 32768. It shows that
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large magnitude values are relatively rare. It indicates that over most of time we will
obtain very poor signal-to-noise ratio. The average signal-to-noise ratio of the system to
music signals will be very low. If we reduce the noise for the predominant weak
signals, even at the expense of an increase in noise for the rarely occurring strong
signals, the average signal-to-noise ratio can be improved. This goal can be gained by
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Sign& Mognitude (full scole: 32768)
Fig. 5-10 Magnitude distribution of a 15-second piece of music
It has already been shown that at the lower level of input, the adaptive sigma-delta
modulator is equivalent to higher bit PCM. It means that the quality for small signals
can be improved at the same oversampling ratio, or can be made the same as that of a
higher oversampling ratio. Fig. 5-11 shows the results of comparison between 128
oversampling ratio, fixed 3rd order and 64 oversampling ratio,adaptive 3rd order
sigma-delta modulators. Both of the results are those which have been converted into
16 bit PCM. From Fig. 5-11, it can be seen that when input is below -15 dB, both of
134
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them have nearly the same SNR. The oversampling ratio can be reduced by half with
an adaptive quantiser by sacrificing some SNR of large signal while keeping the same
quality when input level is lower.
Fig. 5-11 Comparison between 3rd order, 128 oversampling ratio, fixed and 64
oversampling ratio, adaptive sigma-delta modulators (converted
into 16 bit PCM) (input: 10087Hz sinewave; oversampling ratio:
64; Nyquist sampling frequency: 44.1 kHz; 1-bit quantiser.)
From the system order point of view, Fig. 5-12 gives the results of comparison
between fixed 3rd order and adaptive 2nd order SDMs with the same oversampling
ratio of 128. It shows that the order of a SDM system can be reduced by using an
adaptive quantiser while maintaining the same quality for small signals, which also
leads to better behaviour in system stability.
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The above results indicate that the overall signal-to-noise ratio can be improved by
reducing the noise for the predominant weak signals, at the expense of an increase in
noise for the rarely occurring strong signals.
Fig. 5-12 Comparison between 128 oversampling ratio, 3rd order fixed and 2nd
order adaptive sigma-delta modulators (converted into 16 bit PCM)
Adaptive SDM can also be used in a similar way as a D/A converter. Because the
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5.6 Music signal tests
Music signals can be quite different from sinusoidal signals. They usually have a large
dynamic range in magnitude and vary dramatically with time. A waveform representing
a typical music signal is shown in Fig. 5-13. It is evident from this figure that the
properties of the music signal change with time. For example, there is significant
variation in the peak amplitude of the signal, and there is considerable variation of
fundamental frequency. In this section we describe the tests we have carried out on
music signals for adaptive sigma-delta modulation (ASDM).
SInwILue.,,gmp,	 ______
1C1111111111111
Time base - 4.145833e+OO miIliseconddivision
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5.6.1 Testing procedures
Since the oversampled analogue music signal is not directly available in the
computer and also A/D interface which has more than 16 bit resolution is not available,
ASDM as an exact A/D converter cannot be tested. In order to test the function of the
system, the following procedures have been used. A 15-second piece of music is
inputed through 16-bit A/D interface to the computer, at sampling rate 48 kHz. The
sequence with 16-bit resolution is then interpolated by a factor of 64 and used as an
input to the ASDM system. Afterwards, the output signal of the ASDM is
lowpass-filtered and decimated down to the 48 kHz. At this stage the frequency and
time domain analysis and other measurements by computer simulations can be carried
out. Finally, the decimated signal can be converted back to 16-bit digital signal. The
results can be judged by listening through playing-back system. The whole simulation
diagram is shown in Fig. 5-14. The system inside the dashed frame actually functions








Fig. 5-14 Diagram for music signal test
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5.6.2 Short-time Fourier analysis
As mentioned above, the properties of the music signal vary with time.
However, we can assume that the properties are relatively constant over a short period
of time. This assumption leads to a variety of "short-time" analysis methods [29]. The
most useful for the music signal test of ASDM is short-time Fourier analysis.
In order to study the spectral properties of a music signal, it is convenient to
introduce the concept of a time-varying Fourier transform. Supposing that x is the
music signal, a useful definition of its time dependent Fourier transform is
00
-jwm
Xk(e°) =	 w(k-m) x(m) e	 = _LJW(e0) -iOk X(e°°) dO	 (5-5)
m=oo	 2it4t
where w(k-m) is a real "window" sequence which determines the portion of the input
signal that receives emphasis at a particular time index, k. Strictly speaking the normal
Fourier transform of a music signal does not exist. However, equation (5-5) is
meaningful if we assume that X(ei°) stands for the Fourier transform of a signal whose
basic properties either continue outside the window or which is zero outside the
window. Thus the time dependent Fourier transform can be interpreted as a smoothed
version of the Fourier transform of the part of the signal within the window.
The time dependent Fourier transform is clearly a function of two variables: the
time index k, and the frequency variable w. For fixed k, Xk(eio ) has the same
properties as a normal Fourier transform. The sufficient condition for the existence of
the time-dependent Fourier transform is that the sequence x(m)w(k-m) is absolutely
summable for all values of k. If, as is often the case, w(k-m) is of finite duration, then
this condition is clearly satisfied.
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The shape of the window sequence has an important effect on the nature of the
time-dependent Fourier transform. It is clear from (5-5) that for faithful reproduction
of the properties of X (eiW) in Xk(eio)), the function W (eJ9) should appear as an
impulse with respect to X (ei). For example, a rectangular window has relatively
narrow main lobe width compared with triangular, Hanning, Hamming, Blackman
windows etc., but it has large side lobes which produce a "ragged" or noisy spectrum
and tend to offset the benefits of the narrower main lobe. As a result, such windows are
rarely used in speech or music signal spectrum analysis.
In evaluating the frequency domain properties, a "4-term" window described by
Nuttall [47] is chosen:
w(k) = 0.338946 + 0.48 1973cos(itk/N) + O.161054cos(2itkfN)
+ 0.018027cos(3irk/N),	 k = -N, ..., -1, 0, 1, ..., N-i
where N is the half length of the window. This window is shown to have very low
maximum side lobes of -82.6 dB and a fast side lobe decay at a rate of 30 dB/octave.
Fig. 5-15 shows a set of spectra comparison between the original and
reconstructed signal by using the 3rd order ASDM with 64 oversampling ratio over two
different period of time. There is no big difference between the original and the
reconstructed except for the magnitude droop at high frequencies for the reconstructed
signal. This is probably because of the nonideality of the low-pass filter in the
sigma-delta demodulator.
Fig. 5-16 gives the examples of spectral comparison between fixed and adaptive
SDMs over about 10.7 ms period of time. The maximum magnitude over this period is
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benefits very much from the adaptive sigma-delta modulation. Also, it is more
advantageous when using lower order systems.
(a) Original	 (1,) Reconstructed
Magnitude spectra over 1024 samples (app. 21.3 ms)
(c) Original	 (d) Reconstructed
Magnitude spectra over 8192 samples (app. 170 ms)








(b) 1st order fixed SDM	 (c) 1st order adaptive SDM
F..q.VllI	 P..q..iluI.







(f) 3rd order fixed SDM
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Example 1 (a) original	 (b) reconstructed
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5.7 Effect of adaptation speed on music signals
The adaptation logic mentioned in Section 5.3 can operate very well when input is a
sinewave signal because the peak magnitude of the signal wifi be constant. For a music
signal, the magnitude usually changes dramatically with time so that if the adaptation is
calculated in the current block and used for the coming block, and if the maximum
magnitude of the coming block is greater than the current, severe distortion will occur.
Fig.5-17 gives two examples. The major distortion caused by this problem is overload
distortion which is much worse than the noise caused by coarse quantisation.
Fig. 5-17 illustration of the effect of adaptation speed
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One easy way of solving this problem is to set the quantisation level larger than it
should be. In order to avoid the overload distortion completely, the quantisation level
should be set large enough. This will introduce more quantisation noise. Computer
simulations show that for the particular music example, the adapted quantisation level
has to be three times larger than the optimal level described in Chapter 3 for preventing
overload so that the signal-to-noise ratio will decrease by about 9.5 dB.
Another way seems that we can apply the logic of calculation from current block
of data to the same block. However, as is shown in Fig. 5-18, this method will
introduce delay. Furthermore, it needs two sets of analogue loop filter and quantiser,









Fig. 5-18 A possible way of avoiding mis-tracking
A practical way is to change the adaptation speed. One of the major factor of
adaptation speed is the block (or buffer) length K. When K=1, it is called
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instantaneous adaptation. when K is approximately equal to the period of the signal (if
the signal is periodic or pseudo-periodic), it is called syllabic adaptation.
Generally speaking, instantaneous adaptation system has the optimum
quantisation level selected anew for each sample. It would appear to be optimum.
However, in the particular sigma-delta modulation system, the backward adaptation
logic is used and the magnitude is detected after the decimator. The decimator will
introduce some delay so that the sample-based adaptation logic will be applied after a
delay of several samples, therefore it is very inaccurate. Furthermore, because the
quantisation level changes with the signal level, the system might produce modulation
noise. This can be extremely disturbing, especially when the signal is low frequency
and high amplitude. The quantisation level will change many times within one period.
The quantisation noise, being wide band, cannot be masked by the signal. For
example, there can be 40 dB of quantisation level change, and hence 40 dB of
quantisation noise modulation. The quantisation noise will follow an almost inaudible
signal. In other words, the signal can hardly be detected but the noise might be very
disturbing.
The syllabic system is better than the instantaneous with low-frequency signals
because the quantisation level is held constant within one period and hence the
quantisation noise is constant. The problem is how long the block length should be.
On the one side, it is assumed that over a short period of time, the music signal is
stationary. This suggests that we have to adapt the quantisation level quickly in order
to follow the change of the signal, especially, when the signal changes from low
magnitude to high magnitude, as is shown in Fig. 5-17. Otherwise, severe overload
distortion will occur. However, the block size cannot be too small. Computer
simulations show that severe error will happen in the situation shown in Fig. 5-19. If
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we calculate the maximum value over Block i and apply it to Block i+1, the severe
overload distortion will occur. In fact, in this example, the stationary period of the
signal is longer than the block size. The signal changes from large to small and back
to large magnitude again. Therefore, we wish that the quantisation level decays with a
certain delay. This indicates that the block length should be sufficiently long.
I	 I	 I	 I
Block i-i Block i Block i+1
Fig. 5-19 Severe overload distortion will occur if the maximum value over
Block i is calculated and applied to Block i+1
To keep the information over a longer period of time and still to adapt the
quantisation level over a relatively short time, we can carry out the calculation over the
longer one but the adaptation over the short one, as is shown in Fig. 5-20. The
calculation block wifi shift along the time axis. In this way, if a large magnitude occurs,
the quantisation level will follow it more quickly by each time shifting the calculation
block a short period of time (the length of the adaptation block). Also, it will keep the
large quantisation level over a long calculation block to prevent the situation in
Fig.5-19. Therefore, we establish a fast attack time but a slow release time. To reduce
the delay effect caused by the decimator, a very simple comb filter is used. The
functions are simply time average and decimation, as shown in equations (2-34) and
(2-35). It is a FIR filter whose delay is N/2, where N is the oversampling ratio. The
delay is only half a sample at Nyquist rate and can be considered very small. In order
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to have a safety margin, we also set the quantisation level slightly larger than it should
be according to the adaptation logic. By using these two ways together, the distortions
shown in Fig. 5-17 for this particular piece of music disappear.







Fig. 5-20 A longer calculation but a shorter adaptation block
5.8 Quantised adaptation levels
One possible way of implementing the adaptation is by using a multiplying D/A
converter (MIDAC) in the feedback path as shown in Fig. 5-2 1. The output of MDAC
will be the result of multiplication of analogue reference voltage ( the output of the
quantiser) and the output of the digital logic block.
The structure in Fig. 5-21 includes a multi-bit D/A converter which reduces the
advantages of VLSI implementation of single bit SDM. However, it is still different
from multi-bit SDM which is shown in Fig. 5-22. It contains not only a multi-bit D/A
but also a multi-bit A/D converter. As we know, a multi-bit A/D conversion process is
generally more complex and time consuming than a D/A process. Several important
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types of A/D converters (ADCs) such as successive-approximation, digital-ramp ADC
etc., utilise a D/A converter as part of their circuitry [48]. Therefore, an adaptive SDM






Fig. 5-21 Using MDAC to implement the adaptation logic
ANALOG +
INPUT rç
)	 i INTEGRATOR	 MULTI-BiT AID
MULTI-BIT D/A
Fig. 5-22 Block diagram of a multi-bit SDM
In the previous sections we have discussed the ideal case of adaptation, that is,
the quantisation level can be changed continuously. All the computer simulations have
been carried out based on this Continuous model. However, the "digital logic" block
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and the MDAC in Fig. 5-21 will be of limited length. It indicates that the quantisation
level can only be adapted within the certain limited discrete levels. The quantisation on
adaptation level: d=cE (see Section 5.3) can be considered equivalent to the
quantisation effect on the amplitude of the input signal: E, because c is a constant.
Supposing that K-bit uniform quantisation is carried out on E within the range (Emax,
0), the quantisation logic is as follows. If
E	 E
max	 max<E ^ (i+1)	 ,	 i = 0, 1, ...,
the quantised E is
E
maxE	 = (i+i)	 ,	 i = 0, 1, ...,quan
Fig. 5-23 gives the quantiser characteristic when K equals 2. The upper bound is
- chosen for quantisation level instead of the middle value between the upper bound and
the lower bound as is in the usual midrise quantiser. The purpose for this is to avoid
the overload distortion happening in the whole SDM system. If midrise or midtread
quantiser is chosen, Eq will be sometimes smaller than E so that d =cEquan is smaller
than	 in Fig. 5-3, which is the case of overload.
Suppose that after quantisation on adaptation level, the equivalent error on E is
iIE so that the real quantisation level in this case will be
O^LE<Emax/2K	 (56)
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0	 Emax
Fig. 5-23 Quantiser characteristic when K=2
Considering (5-4) as the ideal case SNR d , SNR can be expressed as
1
SNR =SNR.
real	 ideal (1 +i.E/E)2
The real SNR in dB will be
SNRTeal(dB) = SNRI al(dB) - 2Olog(1+\E/E)
In the case of AE=O, SNR1 al will be the same as SNRjdeal. We define LSNR(dB) as
LSNR(dB) = 2Olog(1+iE/E) <2Olog[1+E/(E2K)]	 (5.7)
It indicates that the bigger the K, the smaller the upper bound of ASNR(dB). When K
approaches infinity, the difference ESNR becomes zero. It also shows that the smaller
the amplitude E, the bigger the upper bound. Fig. 5-24 gives several upper bound
curves of ASNR versus input magnitude E/Em (dB) for different bit number K.
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Fig. 5-24 Upper bounds of the loss in SNR versus input magnitude E/Em
Fig. 5-25 gives the simulation results of the third order adaptive SDM (ASDM)
with quantised adaptation levels. Compared with the ASDM with continuous
adaptation level, the curves of signal-to-noise ratio versus input level start to drop after
the input level falls to some certain levels. The input level at which the SNR starts to
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Fig. 5-25 SNR curves of the 3rd order adaptive SDM with
quantised adaptation levels
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5.9 Simulations of idle channel noise
As is shown in Section 3.6 of Chapter 3, the upper bound of the idle channel
noise is proportional to the quantisation level. In the adaptive SDM, the quantisation
level varies in the range [dmm, d can be determined based on the system
limitation or the possible maximum input magnitude. In a SDM with a fixed quantiser,
in order to avoid the overload distortion, d = d is chosen and kept constant all the
time. Therefore, according to equation (3-1 1), the upper bound of the idle channel
noise for the fixed SDM will be 2dmaxlN for the system in Fig. 3-8. If an adaptive
quantiser is chosen, the upper bound of the idle channel noise will reduce to 2d;JN.
If dm=1OOO.O and	 the idle channel noise will be reduced by a factor
of about 1000. Fig. 5-26 (a) and (b) show the time-domain waveforms of the idle
channel noise ofhe first order fixed and adaptive SDM respectively, where the filter
coefficients are b 1=1.O, a1 =O.O and the oversampling ratio is 63. Fig. 5-27 gives the
comparison of the two waveforms when b 1=1.0 and a1=-O.0059375.
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Time base = 2.008929c-0l milliscconds/djvjsion
(a) The fixed SDM



















Timc base = 2.008929cM 1 milliseconds/division
(b) The adaptive SDM
Fig. 5-26 Time-domain waveforms of the idle channel noise
when b 1=1.O and a1=O.O
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Time base = 2.008929e-OI milliscconds/division.
(a) The fixed SDM


















Timc base = 2.00S929e-01 milliseconds/division
(b) The adaptive SDM
Fig. 5-27 Time-domain waveforms of the idle channel noise
when b 1=1.O and a1=-O.0059375
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5.10 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have discussed SDM systems with the adaptive quantiser. The main
points and the conclusions are summarised as follows:
1. The feedback adaptation has to be chosen mainly because the input will be
analogue if a SDM is used as an ADC.
2. It is impossible to estimate the magnitude of the input of the one-bit quantiser
from its output. To solve this problem s the output of the equivalent quantiser is used to
estimate its own input magnitude, i.e., the input magnitude of the SDM system.
3. The computer simulations show that an adaptive SDM gives much wider
dynamic range than a fixed one.
4. By defining the minimum quantisation level	 appropriately, the idle
channel noise can be reduced to a very low level.
5. When a SDM with adaptive quantiser is used as an ADC, and the output is
finally converted to linear PCM, the oversampling ratio, or the order of the loop filter
can be reduced while maintaining the same SNR for small signals at the expense of an
increase in noise for the rarely occurring strong signals.
6. In order to tailor the adaptive SDM to music signals, a fast attack time, but a
slow release time, are established by using a long calculation block but a short
adaptation block.
7. The proposed design procedure of adaptation also applies to the noise shaper
structure described in Section 2.4, because it is in essence the same device as the SDM.
The results from the adaptive noise shaper are expected to be similar to the
corresponding results in this chapter.
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6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, it has been shown by both theoretical analysis and computer simulations
that the possible maximum amplitude without causing overload distortion is always
smaller than the quantisation level for sinusoidal input. In other words, the input must
be lower than a certain level in order to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
This is similar to the case of PCM systems for preventing overload distortion. As is
also mentioned in Chapter 3, the maximum possible input level decreases with the
increase of the order of loop filter. If the quantisation level is set to be one (normalised
value), the input magnitude should be less than 0.6 for the 2nd order sigma-delta
modulator (SDM), and less than 0.29 for the 3rd order SDM.
If when the input level increases the loop filter can be adapted so as to prevent
sudden drop of the SNR, then the dynamic range can be increased. Because of the
difficulty of maintaining the SDM system stability, no one has tried to work on the
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SDM with adaptive filter. At least, no publications on it have been seen so far, to the
author's knowledge. This chapter is an attempt to adapt some of the coefficients
according to the input magnitude so as to improve the dynamic range of the system.
6.2 Adaptation logic
Generally speaking, an adaptive filter has an adaptation algorithm which enables the
transfer function to track, in a useful manner, some feature of its external environment.
Specifically, the adaptation algorithm monitors the external influence or environment of
the filter and controls its transfer function by varying its parameters.
The type of adaptation algorithms usually can be classified as block or
instantaneous. In the block algorithms, the input signal is divided in time into blocks,
and each block is processed independently (although sometimes there is commonly
some overlap between the adjacent blocks). Within each block, the opthnum parameters
of the adaptive filter can be determined. The result is a new set of filter parameters at
the end of each block. In the sample-based, i.e., the instantaneous algorithms, on the
other hand, the adaptive algorithm is implemented as a continuous operation, so that a
new set of parameters is generated at each input data sample. In a similar way to
adaptive quantiser in Chapter 5, the adaptation method for the loop filter can also be
divided into two different types: feed-forward and feedback ones.
The general idea of adaptive loop filter is that the coefficients of the loop filter
change according to the magnitude of the input. Suppose that the whole SDM is a
digital system or it is used as a DAC so that the input is a digital signal and the loop
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filter is a digital filter. Otherwise, if SDM is used as an ADC, it is difficult to adapt the
loop filter because it is an analogue one. Because of the digital input, we may choose
the feed-forward adaptation logic so that more accurate estimation can be obtained. In
particular, if SDM is used as a DAC, then the output of it is analogue so that it is more
difficult to obtain the estimation by using feedback adaptation. Therefore, the
feed-forward adaptation is chosen. Fig. 6-1 shows the block diagram of a sigma-delta
modulator with an adaptive loop filter. If the system contains an interpolator, the
adaptation logic can be carried out at lower sampling rate, which is shown in Fig. 6-2.
Therefore, the coefficients of the loop filter are time varying.
MAGNITUDE DETECFION
OUTPUTINPUT 1 _____	 ____ ____ _____
fG(z)I
	 hi1
Fig. 6-1 Block diagram of a sigma-delta modulator with an adaptive loop filter
The main idea is to attempt to extend the dynamic range of the high order
sigma-delta modulators by adapting the coefficients of the loop filter. It is important to
operate the sigma-delta modulation system with the appropriate coefficients of the loop
filter so that the system will be stable. This indicates that the coefficients cannot be
arbitrarily adapted.
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Fig. 6-2 Block diagram of a sigma-delta modulator with an adaptive loop filter
working at lower sampling rate
Computer simulations show that (b} coefficients mainly affect the stability and
signal-to-noise ratio while {aj} coefficients do not play key roles in a SDM system. As
a result, (a1 ) coefficients will be constants during the adaptation process; only (b1)
coefficients are considered to be adapted. The corresponding block diagram is depicted
in Fig. 6-3. Based on the optimal coefficients of high order loop filter, for example,
the 4th order loop filter, which have been discussed in Chapter 3, and starting from the
maximum possible input magnitude of sinewave signal for the particular high order
system, we increase the input magnitude gradually and search the optimal (b1)
coefficients under the increased level by using the optimisation method described in
Chapter 3 and Appendix B.
Supposing that the maximum input magnitude of sinewave is one for the fixed
optimum 4th order SDM, the optimisation simulations are carried Out for different
input magnitudes. The magnitude values are divided into six different ranges and the
simulation results of optimal (b 1 ) for those six ranges are listed in Table 6-1.
Adaptation logic can be implemented by detecting the magnitude of the input and then
updating the filter coefficients by a table-look up method.
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Fig. 6-3 A SDM with a fourth order adaptive filter
Table 6-1 Simulation results of optimal (b1 ) for different
ranges of input magnitude, where b1=1.O
Input Magnitude A	 b2	 b3	 b4
A ^ 1.0	 0.4865	 0.110896	 0.020034
	
1.0<A^1.167	 0.467872	 0.085908	 0.017534
	
1.167 <A ^ 1.333	 0.405257	 0.082236	 0.014305
	1.333<A^1.5	 0.478382	 0.078924	 0.020805
	
1.5<A^1.667	 0.305372	 0.069269	 0.0111
1.667 <A	 0.298	 0.04675	 0.0 15993
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6.3 Block adaptation
The magnitude of the input can be detected by buffering the input samples over a
defined period of time, which we call block adaptation. Fig. 6-4 gives the simulation
results of two 4th order sigma-delta modulators. One is with the fixed ioop filter and
the other is with the adaptive loop filter. The magnitude is detected over 16 samples at
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Fig. 6-4 SNR curves of SDMs with adaptive and fixed filters (block adaptation)
From Fig. 6-4, it can be seen that when input is below 0 dB, the two curves are
exactly the same. However, between 0 dB and 8 dB, the one with fixed loop filter will
have severe overload distortion. Although the signal-to-noise ratio will decrease for the
adaptive one, no overload distortion occurs. It can be said that the dynamic range of the
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system can be improved by about 5-8 dB by adapting the {b 1 } coefficients of the filter.
When the magnitude reaches about 4 dB, the SNR drops to about 90 dB which a 3rd
order SDM can obtain. When the magnitude increases to 6 dB, the SNR decreases to
about 70 dB which is the quality of a 2nd order SDM. When the magnitude reaches
about 8 dB, the SNR falls to about 54 dB and the system is equivalent to the 1st order
SDM. This adaptation logic can be easily carried out by digital circuits.
The block adaptation method causes delay. In the system in Fig. 6-1, one block
of input samples is stored in a buffer, and the magnitude detection is carried out over
and applied to the current block. The delay will be the size of the buffer. In Fig. 6-2,
the delay will also depend on the delay of the interpolator. If the two delays are quite
different, the shorter one can be adjusted to the longer one by introducing an extra
delay. Sometimes an error may occur because of the delay problem.
6.4 Instantaneous adaptation
The other way of adaptation is sample by sample. This is carried out by using the
system in Fig. 6-1. In other words, the sample is taken after interpolation and the value
of this sample will be directly used to decide the coefficients. There is no delay
problem, but the adaptation logic has to be carried out at much higher speed. Fig. 6-5
shows the simulation results. Fig. 6-6 shows the difference in SNR between the block
and instantaneous adaptation. It can be seen that there is no significant difference. The
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Fig. 6-5 SNR curves of SDMs with adaptive and fixed filters
(instantaneous adaptation)
Fig. 6-6 Comparison between block and instantaneous adaptation
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6.5 Adaptation of one coefficient
The adaptation logic may be simplified by reducing the number of adapted coefficients.
It is found that if most of the coefficients are fixed and only one coefficient is optimised
within the different ranges of input, the effects of different individual coefficient on the
SNR are different. The changes of b2
 will affect the stability and the signal-to-noise
ratio dramatically, i.e., if we offset b 2
 from the point which has already been set to be
optimal, it is quite likely that the system will be unstable. The computer simulations
show that only varying b2
 cannot improve the signal-to-noise ratio radically under the
large input magnitude. It is also found that the system is not very sensitive to the
change of b4
 because it is very small. However, the optimisation of b 3
 will improve
the SNRs for different input levels. Therefore, b2 and b4 are fixed in adaptation
process and as before, b 1
 is always set to be one. Finally, only b3 is adapted according
to the input in the 4th order system. Table 6-2 gives the simulation results of
optimisation of b3
 for different ranges of input, with b 1 =1.O, b2=O.5, and b4=O.0205.
Fig. 6-7 shows the SNR curves of SDM with only b 3
 adaptation compared with its
fixed SDM. In Fig. 6-8, the SNR curves of adaptations of four coefficients and only
one coefficient are placed together to show that there is no big difference between
them. However, adaptation of one coefficient is much simpler.
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Table 6-2 Simulation results of optimal b 3 for different
ranges of input magnitude with fixed b1 , b2 and b4
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Fig.6-8 Comparison in SNR between adaptation of four coefficients and one coefficient
6.6 AFDM used as a D/A converter
A sigma-delta modulator with adaptive loop filter (AFDM) can be easily used as a D/A
converter. The block diagrams are depicted in Fig. 6-9 for block and instantaneous
logic. However, it seems more difficult to use it as an A/D converter because, firstly, it
is difficult to update the coefficients of the analogue filter, and secondly, to obtain the
magnitude of the input, the backward logic which is similar to the one used in adaptive
quantisation in Chapter 5 has to be used. This will introduce delay and increase the
complexity of the circuitry.
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(b) Instantaneous logic
Fig. 6-9 Sigma-delta modulators with adaptive filter used as D/A converters
6.7 Musical signal test
As is shown in Fig. 5-10, the large magnitudes which are near to the full scale of
the SDM system are relatively rare in music signals. This indicates that the system
works mostly with constant coefficients, which are the cases of A<1.0 in Tables 6-1
and 6-2. Taking a 328-ms piece of music signal for the test, the maximum magnitude
is set to full scale. The simulation is carried out for block adaptation of b 3 . Among
984 blocks (16 samples/block at Nyquist rate: 48 kHz), only 24 blocks (2.4%) chose
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0.05 and 0.03. The remaining 948 blocks (96.3%) chose b3=0.1301. Fig. 6-10
shows the spectra of both the original and the reconstructed signals. Fig. 6-11 gives
their time-domain wavefoims over 22.7 ms.
1734.11002
i.iii.ii.ii














Fig. 6-10 Spectra of the original and reconstructed signals over 328 ms:
(a) original; (b) reconstructed
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Time bie 2.062500e+OO milsmds/djvisicn
(b)
Fig. 6-11 Time-domain waveforms over 22.7 ms: (a) original; (b) reconstructed
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6.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have investigated the possibility of adapting the loop filter in SDM
systems. The stability problem of one-bit SDM makes it difficult to adapt the filter
coefficients. The coefficients have to be optimised under different input ranges and
then stored in a table. The adaptation is carried out by detecting the magnitude of the
input and then looking up at the table. The results have shown that the dynamic range
can be slightly improved by 5-8 dB by using a 4th order adaptive filter. Instead of
adaptating all four coefficients, the same improvement can be achieved by only adapting
one coefficient. It is easy to use an AIFDM as a D/A converter but its application for
A/D convertion is difficult.
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7.1 Summary and discussion
This thesis has provided design methods and analyses for oversampled fixed and
adaptive sigma-delta modulation (SDM) systems. The analyses and design have been
carried out on fixed sigma-delta modulators. A new optimisation method for designing
higher order fixed SDM systems has been proposed to overcome the conflicts which
appear in traditional filter design methods for one-bit SDM. The work then has been
concentrated on adaptive sigma-delta modulators. It has been shown that the dynamic
range of an adaptive SDM is much wider than a fixed SDM. The author hopes that
these results may be used for further research work and/or possible hardware
implementation.
In Chapter 3, an optimisation method called pattern search has been used to
obtain the optimal feed-forward coefficients {b) and feedback coefficients (aj ) of the
loop filter in the sense of signal-to-noise ratio and stability. Once a group of optimal
feed-forward coefficients (b 1 } are determined, infinite groups of coefficients can be
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obtained by multiplying by any positive factors, by which the system will maintain the
same performance. This is due to the nonlinearity of the one-bit SDM. The optimal
quantisation level with respect to the maximum input level has been investigated by
using the concept of equivalent quantiser. It has been discovered that the equivalent
quantiser is time-varying and its output points are not the midpoints of the
corresponding input ranges.
The stability is still a difficult topic for a fixed sigma-delta modulation system,
although the system is apparently simple. In Chapter 4, an attempt has been made to
discover more about it from viewpoints of nonlinearity, limit cycles and overload
distortion. The phenomena of nonlinearity show that the traditional concept of noise
transfer function may not be suitable for designing the ioop filter. The clippers are
important for preventing or alleviating the overload distortion aside from careful design
of the ioop filter and the quantisation level. From the property described by Chapter 3,
it may be stated that the overload characteristic is more related to the relationships
among the filter coefficients rather than the absolute values of them, and therefore, the
clippers have to be placed after each integrator.
Chapters 5 and 6 are devoted to adaptive sigma-delta modulators. Adaptive
quantiser and adaptive filter in SDM systems have been investigated separately. A
feedback digital logic based on the concept of equivalent quantiser has been proposed
for adaptive quantisation while a feed-forward logic based on a table-look up method is
used for adaptive filter. A SDM with adaptive quantiser can improve the dynamic range
dramatically. However, a SDM with adaptive filter can only slightly increase the
dynamic range because of the difficulty of maintaining the system stable. Double-block
calculation method is used for adaptive quantisation in order to have a fast attack but a
slow release time. The adaptation is carried out over a short block and the magnitude is
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detected over a long block. When using a SDM with adaptive quantisation as an AID
converter, the oversampling ratio or the order of the loop filter can be reduced while
maintaining the same dynamic range compared with the fixed SDM system. By
defining the minimum quantisation level appropriately, the idle channel noise can be
reduced to a very low level. Adaptation logic for the loop filter can be simplified by
reducing the number of adapted coefficients because some of the coefficients are not
crucial in improving the SNR under a certain input level.
It may be interesting to compare the adaptive SDM with the NICAM system used
by BBC since 1981 [49]. The acronym NICAM stands for "Near Instantaneously
Companded Audio Multiplex". The system was designed for transmitting audio on
digital circuits used for multi-channel telephony. In a NTCAM system, blocks of
samples are examined to discover the maximum sample value in the block. The peak
amplitude is then used to control a programmable gain amplifier, which adjusts the
amplitude of the sampled audio. All samples in a block are coded to an accuracy
determined by that largest sample value. A SDM with adaptive quantisation is quite
similar to a NICAM system in some aspects. In the adaptive SDM, the peak amplitude
is detected through a feedback logic and used to adjust the amplitude of the signal in the
feedback path. In the NICAM system, each block contains 32 samples, which is
corresponding to 1 ms at the system sampling rate of 32 kHz. In the adaptive SDM, 80
samples are included in one calculation block, which is corresponding to 1.667 ms at
48 kHz sampling frequency and 1.8 14 ms at 44.1 kHz sampling frequency. The
difference is that the input signal is compressed and then coded in a NICAM system,
but in a SDM with adaptive quantisation, the one-bit output signal is companded and
then coded, and fed back to the input.
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7.2 Future work
Although the research on sigma-delta modulation has been carried out for many years,
there are still many open problems. One of them is the stability analysis and the use of
it for designing a SDM system, especially for a single-bit case. Up to now, most of the
theoretical analysis appeared in the simplest first order SDM with only one
feed-forward coefficient and from the angle of limit cycles. Furthermore, the link
between the analysis of limit cycles of a SDM system and the design of the system is
not clear. More accurate analyses are needed for higher order SDM systems. The
design work so far is mainly based on computer simulations because of the nonlinearity
problem. Ideally, a theoretical frame should be provided in the design procedure and
this should be at least a direction to approach.
Another open problem for the fixed SDM systems is whether the error appearing
at the signal frequency in the spectrum of the final reconstructed signal is strongly
related to the signal frequency or not. Steele has proved that the SNR is independent of
the input frequency for a first order SDM system [25]. This is deduced by assuming
that the spectral density of the noise is substantially flat over the signal band. As we
have shown in the thesis, for sinusoidal inputs, there is an approximately flat output
spectrum over the signal band with signal line spectrum itself. If the error at the signal
frequency is strongly related to the signal frequency, then the SNR measurement in the
frequency-domain is not accurate enough. This needs to be investigated extensively.
More work needs to be carried out on adaptive SDM systems. In systems with
adaptive quantisation, the noise depends on the signal level, the noise being least for the
lowest signal levels, and highest when the signals reach their maximum levels. The
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system might produce the modulation noise. This may be very disturbing when the
signal is low frequency. Although the block adaptation is better than the instantaneous
one in this aspect, it is necessary to investigate the effect of the modulation noise on the
SDM systems. Adaptive logic may also be extended to multi-bit or multi-stage
systems. Intuitively speaking, it is easier to extend it to multi-bit SDM systems, but
seems more difficult for multi-stage (MASH) systems. As we know, dithering will
remove or reduce the spikes appearing in the spectrum, i.e., it will help to break certain
patterns. The possibility of combining dithering technique with adaptive SDMs needs
to be investigated. This may further improve the performance of the system. The dither
noise may have to be designed such that it tracks the changes of the quantisation level.
Although the theoretical analyses and computer simulations are essential and the first
steps for adaptive SDM (ASDM) systems, the final purpose should be the real-time
implementation. The future work may focus on the implementation of ASDM on DSP
chips and on VLSI design of it.
It is found that the structure of a SDM system is quite similar to an asynchronous
multiplexing system by using pulse-stuffing synchronisation techniques in
communication systems [50]. Fig. 7-1 gives illustration diagrams of the multiplexing-
demultiplexing system. In order to multiplex asynchronous digital signals, the data
from different individual sources have to be synchronised at the same rate When
the phase difference accumulated in the elastic store reaches a given level, the pulse
stuffing event occurs. At the demultiplex, after the removal of the stuffed bits, there are
gaps in the steady stream of bits. Then, a phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit can be used
to smooth the data. As a result, achievements obtained in SDM systems may be applied












Rate at f out	 Rate at
(b) Demultiplexing stage
Fig. 7-1 An illustration of a multiplexing-demultiplexing system
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The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is one of the important measurements for AID, D/A
conversion and coding systems. The methods of measuring SNR can be basically
divided into two types: the time-domain method and the frequency-domain method.
The time-domain method
Suppose that the reconstructed signal of SDM is xr(n) and divided into two parts
Xr(fl) = x(n) + e(n)
where x(n) is the original signal and e(n) is the error produced by SDM. A standard
objective measure of quality is the ratio of signal variance to error variance, referred to





where 2 and ae2 are the variances of signal and error respectively. Note we are
assuming that both x(n) and e(n) have zero mean. If this is not the case, the mean value
of them should be subtracted out prior to SNR calculations. (A-i) is one of the most
utilised descriptor of performance of coding system.
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If the processes are Gaussian processes, the estimates will be maximum likelihood. If
they are ergodic processes, then, when N approaches infinity, the time averages equal
ensemble averages, i.e.,
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(A-3) is a time-domain estimation of SNR, where e(n) can be obtained by
e(n) = x(n) - x(n)
(A-3)
Based on this time-domain measurement, several other methods have been developed
for different purposes and situations. For example, segmental signal-to-noise ratio
(SNRSEG) emphasises the weak-signal performance, which is often used in speech
processing.
The basic time-domain method (A-3) is easy to carry out in computer simulations.
The disadvantage of this method is that we need to know the exact delay and gain of the
measured system. As we know, the gain and delay will not introduce noise on the
signal. However, if they cannot be determined correctly, the result of SNR calculation
may be very poor, which does not reflect the real SNR.
Another method is called sinusoidal minimum error method [52], which uses
sinusoids as test signals. Sinusoidal signals are easy to define and generate so that they








the output of an A/D or D/A conversion system is a sinusoidal signal at the input
frequency, together with the error introduced by the quantisation. The output xr(nT)
can be divided into two parts: signal-correlated part x(nT), and signal-uncorrelated part
e(nT):
xr(nT) = x(nT) + e(nT)
where
x (nT) = a + a1cos(2if nT+4) +Zakcos(2ltkf nTxx	 0
k=2
where the first term a0 is offset, the second term is signal component and the remaining
parts are harmonics.








Suppose e is the power of e(nT), then, the total SNR is
The linear properties of an A/D converter can be characterised by its gain, G=a 1/A and
phase , both possibly functions of the signal frequency 	 If a 1 is the function of the
signal frequency, the SNR in (A-4) can reflect the change of a 1 by varying the
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frequency. However, if 4 is not a linear function of the frequency, i.e., the group
delay is not constant along the frequency axis, then (A-4) cannot reflect the phase
distortion.
A template consisting of a sinusoid at the input frequency, a dc offset term, and
harmonics is employed to match x(nT). The amplitudes, ak and phases, k' of the
output signal and its harmonics can be determined by fitting the template to the system
output ;(nT) so as to minimise the mean square (power) of the error e(nT).
The frequency-domain method
By using Pseval's Relation, the following hold [51]
x2(n) = ..	 I X(k) 12	 e2(n) 
= ..	
I E(k) 12






SNR is usually expressed in decibels (dB):
N-i
I X(k)
SNR (dB) = 10 log10 ( k=0	 )N-i
IE(k)I2
k=0
In the case of single-tone sinusoidal input, the signal is within a very narrow band.
That is, X(k) 0 for.most of k. Suppose that X(k) ^ 0 when k 1 ^ k ^ k2, where k2-k1
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is very small compared to N. If E(k) is much smaller compared with the signal in the
narrow signal band, then the noise within this narrow band can be ignored, i.e., E(k) -
o when k1 ^ k ^ k2. Thus, the SNR can be estimated by only calculating the spectrum
of reconstructed signal xr(n). Also considering the symmetric property of the DFT,




I X(k) 12 +	 I X(k) 12
k=O	 k=k2+1
Fig. A-i illustrates the calculation method. The components outside (k 1 , k2) include
the signal-uncorrelated noise and harmonic distortion. The test frequency must be
chosen so that harmonics aliased into the baseband do not add to the fundamental. The
data from the system should be modified by a window to reduce the effects of
truncating before kcalculating FFT.
The advantage of the frequency-domain method is that we do not need to consider
gain and delay of the system, which is the same as that of the sinusoidal minimum error
method. However, in computer simulations, the DFT of the signal has to be calculated.
In practice, it requires the use of a narrow-band rejection filter in the receiver equipment
to block the sinusoidal test signal from the distortion measuring circuits so that the
distortion power can be measured. The details can be found in the CCITT standards
[39}[53] . This method requires much more calculations than the sinusoidal minimum
error method. Nevertheless, based on the existing FFT spectral analysis, it calls for
very few extra calculations. The frequency-domain method has been tested using
computer simulations by measuring PCM systems with different bit numbers. The
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differences are less than half dB between the calculated results and the theoretical
values. The big disadvantage of the method is that it cannot be used for test signals
other than sinusoids. Furthermore, if the system has severe phase distortion, i.e., the
group delay of the system is not constant, this method will introduce error.
In systems like sigma-delta modulators, the interpolators and decimators are
included, which often introduce noninteger delay in the discrete-time axis. Therefore,








The requirement for methods of optimisation arises from the mathematical complexity
necessary to describe the theory of systems, processes, equipment, and devices which
occur in practice. Even quite simple systems must sometimes be represented by theory
which may contain approximations, by parameters which change with time, or by
parameters that vary in a random manner. For many reasons the theory is imperfect,
yet it must be used to predict the optimum operating conditions of a system such that
some performance criterion is satisfied. At best such theory can predict only that the
system is near to the desired optimum. Optimisation methods are then used to explore
the local region of operation and predict the way that the system parameters should be
adjusted to bring the system to optimum.
There are usually two different optimisation problems: minimisation and
maximisation. They can be merged into one by the following:
E 1 = maximum f(x)
or E1 = maximum f(x)
E2 = minimum (-f(x)}
= minimum (1/f(x))
The function f is referred to as the objective function whose value is the quantity which
is to be minimised or maximised.
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Methods for multi-variable optimisation fall into two classes: search methods
which use function evaluation only, and gradient methods which in addition require
gradient information, although those classes are not completely separate. In the
optimisation process of a SDM system, the gradient information is not available so that
the search methods have to be chosen.
Search methods for optimisation attempt to reduce the value E 2 or increase the
value E 1 of the objective function f by the use of tests near to an estimate of the
solution. The tests determine a direction of search in which the minimum or maximum
is expected to lie. The optimum is then approached by taldng a fixed step towards it.
Since the direction determined is not necessarily correct, the process is iterative. After
each optimisation step, further searches are carried out until a criterion, which defines
when the desired optimum has been found, is satisfied.
One of the search methods is pattern search. The basic pattern search takes
incremental steps after suitable directions have been found by local exploration. If the
search progresses well, the step size is increased. If it is not progressing, either
because the optimum is near or because of difficulties (e.g. a narrow valley), the step
size is reduced. Therefore, this method can automatically adjust the step size according
to the situation. When the step size is reduced below a set figure the search is ended.
The detail of this method is described in [54].
Considering a SDM system, the objective function is SNR which has the
coefficients (a1 ) and {b 1 ) of the loop filter in Fig. 3-3 as its variables. The purpose of
optimisation is to maximise SNR. It has been found that when optimising {b1)
coefficients, there are many local optimum points. Some of them result in nearly the
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same SNR values which it is reasonable to consider as the final optimum results for a
certain SDM. But some of them cause very poor SNR. The reason is that the
searching process is trapped in a small neighbourhood in which a local optimum, which
is not good enough for the system, is located. In order to avoid this case, an additional
SNR test is added to the basic pattern search. If the local optimum is lower than a set
figure, then change the initial guess and start the search from the beginning again. The
flowchart of the programme is shown in Fig. B-i.
In Fig. B-i, the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) is calculated by calling a subroutine.
This subroutine includes a simulator of sigma-delta modulator, decimation filter, FFF
programme, and the function for calculating the SNR of the output. The flowchart of
this subroutine is shown in Fig. B-2.
Consider n coefficients which need to be optimised as a vector of n dimension.
The step size in each direction can be set differently. A lower bound is preset for each
step size. If all the step sizes in each direction are smaller than their lower bounds (call
them step_bound), the iteration progress ends. The following are some examples.
The first order SDM
Condition: b1=1.O
Initialisations: a 1 =O.O, step_size=O.005, step_bound=3.9 le-05




read: parameters of the system I
read: initial step_size vector, SNR_lowbound
initial guess of the coefficient vector
4
creat test signal: sinewave





choose the local points around the current coefficient
vector by adding the step_size in each direction in tux
in the multidemensional space of the coefficients




yes _..aU of the SNRs
•_arialler than the SNR
alculated from the curren
cnefficients? ...
no
choose the optimal point among the local
4
calculate the SNR from the optimal




SNR from the current
coefficients is less than
find the direction according to the
update the current coefficients in the new direction
















Fig. B-2 flowchart of the subroutine for calculating the SNR
The second order SDM
(1) b coefficients
Conditions: b 1=1.O, a1=a2=O.O
Initialisations: b2=O.56, step_size=O.04, step_bound=6.25e-04
Results: iteration times=14, b2=O.395625
(2) aj coefficients
Conditions: b 1 =1.O, b2= 0.395625
Initialisations: a 1=0.O1, a2=0.O, step_sizes = 0.005, 0.001,
step_bounds=1.5625e-04, 3. 125e-05
Results: iteration times= 13, a 1 =2.8 1 25e-03, a2=7.5e-04
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The third order SDM
(1) b1 coefficients
Conditions: b 1=1.0, a1=a2=a3=0.0
Initialisations: b2=0.435, b3 =0. 142, step_sizes=0.2, 0.1,
step_bounds=6. 103e-06, 3.05 le-06
Results: iteration times=25, b2=0.447 112, b3=0. 140976
(2) aj coefficients
Conditions: b 1=1 .0, b2=0.447 112, b3=0. 140976
Initialisations: a 1 =a2=a3= 0.0, step_sizes = 0.01, 0.005, 0.001,
step_bounds=3.05e-07, 1 .52e-07, 3.05e-08
Results: iteration times=3 1, a 1=0.002, a2= 1.21 87e-03, a3= 1 .3458e-06
The fourth order SDM
(1) b1 coefficients
Conditions: b 1= 1.0, a1=a2=a3=a4=0.0
Initialisations: b2=0.49668, b3=0.08387, b4=0.049355, step_sizes=0. 1, 0.05, 0.001,
step_bounds=3.05 le-06, 1 .525e-06, 7.62e-07
Results: iteration times=25, b 2=0.5459, b3=0.133846, b4=0.022432
(2) a1 coefficients
Conditions: b 1 =1.0, b2=0.5459, b3=0.133846, b4=0.022432
Initialisations: a1 = 1 .Oe-04,a2=1 .Oe-05, a3=1.Oe-06, a4=0.0,
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step_sizes = 0.004, 0.001, 0.0007, 0.0005
step_bounds= 1 .953e-06, 4.88e-07, 3.41e-07, 2.44e-07





For convenience, the first order sigma-delta modulator in Fig. 2-10 is depicted in
Fig.C-1 again with the quantisation level being one ( normalised case). Throughout
this appendix, the input is assumed to be a constant or dc value and XE (-1, 1]. For
this case the integrator state variable u is given by the recursion relation:
u 1 = x - q(u. 1 ) + u.i	 (C-i)
Let 'y (1 -x)12 and w uj/2 + 'y. Then (C-i) becomes
= 1 - 2y + u. 1 - q(u1..1)




Fig. C-i First order one-bit sigma-delta modulator
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It is not difficult to see that 'y E [0, 1). If u0 	[x-1, x+1) then u 1 E [x-1, x+1) for
every i [10] and therefore w 1 E [(x-1)/2+'y, (x+1)/2+y) = [0, 1). Then w 1 satisfies the
nonlinear recursion
w1 = (w 1 - y) + (1 - q(wj1 - y))12
= <wi_i -
= Tw1..1
where <x> = x mod 1
1 1+x, x<0
x>0
and T: [0, 1) -* [0, 1) is a transformation defined by
Tw = <w -1>.
Fig.C-2 is the graphical representation of T with =0.7.
Let w0 = u012 + y. Then w1 = Tw 0 . Using this relation we can obtain the
sequence u1 by investigating the trajectory of w 0 under repeated application of the
transformation T. Let D be defined by D = 1 - 'y. Then



















where J1 depends on the value of TiD (j = 0, 1, ... i-i ). If TJD <y for any j, one will
beaddedtoJ1. Funhermore,ifTiD='yforanyj,thenT'y<y-y><O>O,Or 1
and the next transformation will lead to 1-y which come back to the initial state D=1-
This indicates the periodic property of the system. Let K be the smallest integer such
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that TKD=y, then TK+2D will be D so that the period is K+2. Using (C-2) when i = K,
it can be obtained that




For any dc input x which can be expressed as a rational number b/a, 'y can be given as
y= (1-x)12 = (a-b)/2a
so that y can also be expressed as a rational number because a and b are integers.
Suppose that 'y=m/n, where m and n are relatively prime, so that
= m -p y(n-2^1) + y = rn-i +1 - i - y(n-2+i) + rn-i =	 (C-4)
Considering (C-2), let i = n-2, then
Tn-2D = 1 - y(n-1) +	 (C-5)
From (C-4) we know that
1 -y(n-i)=y+ 1-rn	 (C-6)
Substituting 1 - n-i) in (C-5) with (C-6), (C-5) becomes
pl2D=y+ i-m+J..2=y+B
where B is an integer and equal to (J .2 + 1-rn). Considering that E [0,1), if B>0,
then B+p. 1, and if B<0, then B^y<O. As we know, P 2D e [0,1), so that the above




= rn-i, and Tn-2D=y.	 (C-7)





As is assumed, K is the smallest integer such that T KD=y Thus, from (C-7), n-2 must
be greater than or equal to K, that is
K+2^n
If K+2 <n, then, l+JK<m. These are impossible if m and n are relatively prime so that
there must be: K+2=n. This proves that in (C-8) i+J K and K^2 are also relatively
prime. As the final result, the input x can be expressed as
x = 1 - 2mm





This publication was based on the author's work in Chapter 5 in this thesis.
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Adaptive quantisation for one-bit sigma-delta
modulation
J. Yu, BSc, MSc
M.B. Sandier, BSc, PhD, CEng, MAES, MIEE
R.E. Hawken, BSc(Eng)
indexing terms: Adaptive quwuisazion. Sigma-delta modulation
Abstract: A fixed step size is usually used for a
quantiser in a sigma-delta modulator or noise
shaper, but it cannot always match input signals
adequately if they are nonstationary, as in the case
of music. An attempt at introducing adaptive
quantisers, based on a digital maximum-
magnitude technique, into 1-bit sigma-delta
modulators has been made, although the basic
idea appeared about two decades ago. The initial
results show it to be a promising technique. The
dynamic range of the sigma-delta modulator can
be effectively increased by using an adaptive
quantiser, and the signal/noise ratio is nearly
independent of input level for sinewave inputs.
This advantage may increase future applications
of sigma-delta modulators.
Introduction
Oversampled sigma-delta modulation is becoming
increasingly popular, especially for A D and D/A conver-
sion. Compared with traditional PCM. it employs con-
siderably fewer bits for the quantiser by using
oversampling and noise shaping techniques. It eliminates
the need for precise analogue pre- and post-filters owing
to a high oversampling ratio. It is more robust against
circuit imperfections than the standard successive
approximation because the single bit quantiser is less sen-
sitive to level shifts than the multiple thresholds involved
in the traditional implementations. Also, compared with
oversampled delta modulation, there is no error accumu-
lation in the decoder because there is no feedback loop.
Such oversampled convertors usually require high timing
accuracy, but precision in the circuit elements can be
relaxed. Additional benefits can be gained with some
digital processing on-chip after digitisation such as equal-
isation, echo cancellation, etc. Thus it can provide integ-
rated analogue and digital functions and is well suited to
VLSI implementations [1-7].
As is well known, the characteristics of the quantiser
are very important. Usually. quantisers with fixed step
size are used for sigma-delta modulators and these
cannot always match the variance of the input. For small
signal magnitude, very coarse quantisation could occur
and, for a large signaL overload may occur. Adaptive
Paper 8425G (ES, ElO), tint received 14th March and is revised from
16th July 1991
The authors are with the Department of Electronic and Electncal
Engineenng. Kings College London. University of London. Strand.
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quantisers have been used in digital coding systems such
as APCM, ADPCM and ADM [8]. They have also been
examined in some simple sigma-delta modulators
(SDMs) [9, 10). They have shown considerable advant-
ages in increasing the dynamic range and attaining better
quality at the same bit rate or reducing the bit rate of the
system while maintaining the same quality.
2	 Sigma-delta modulator and noise shaper
The basic block diagrams of the digital sigma-delta
modulator and demodulator are shown in Fig. I, where




Basic block diagram of sigma-delta modulation
a Modulator
ii Demodutator
x(n) is an oversampled signal. sampled atf,, and x(n) is a
reconstructed signal sampled at or slightly in excess of
the Nyquist sampling frequencyfb . It is assumed that the
wanted signal only occupies the frequency band from 0 to
f1,/2. If the oversampling ratio is N, then j, = Nfb . From
Fig. la. the system can be described as
[X(z) - Q(:)]G(:) = U(:)	 (I)
Let
t4ii) = q(n) - e(n)
where e(n) is the quantisation noise, so that
U(z) = Q(:) - E(:)	 (2)
Combining eqns. 1 and 2
G(:)	 _____Q(z)	 X(:) +	 E(z)	 (3)l+G(:)	 1+G(:)
This can be generalised to
Q(z) = Fr(z)X(:) + F5(:)E(:)




= I + G(:) F5(z) = 1 + G(:)
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For the nth order sigma-delta modulator, the most com-
monly used function G(z) is (see (II])
G(Z)(1 -zr 1
Therefore, eqn. 3 becomes
Q(z) = [1 —(1 - z1Y]X(z) + (1 - z'rE(z)
that is
F(z) 1 (1 -
F(z) = (1 - z'r
	
(4)
From eqn. 4, it can be seen that when the frequency f is
much less than 1. I F5frnaf) is approximately equal to
one. This is the case for a baseband signal in a highly
oversampled system. It can also be seen that the quanu-
sation noise has been shaped. F5(z) behaves like a high-
pass filter or differentiator. The noise is suppressed at low
frequencies and amplified at higher frequencies so that
the resolution in the signal band can be increased. In the
demodulator, the quantised signal q(n) is fed to a lowpass
filter to remove out-of-band noise, and the output of the
filter is decimated, i.e. it has its sampling rate reduced, to
obtain the reconstructed in-band signaL
A similar kind of system is called a noise shaper; its






from Fig. 2 that
Q(z) = X(z) + (1 - H(z))E(z)
Usually, for the nth-order noise shaper
H(z)= 1 — (1 —z'T
so that
Q(z) = X(z) +(1 - z1TE(z)
Therefore,
F1(z) = 1 F(z) = (I - - 1)	 (5)
On comparing eqns. 4 and 5, it can be seen that the noise
is reshaped in the same manner. However, these two
systems are slightly different with respect to the input
signal , in that the in-band gain is identically one for the
noise shaper but only approximately so for a SDM.
To date, a fixed step size is usually used for the quant-
iser in a sigma-delta modulator or noise shaper; i.e. no
matter how the variance of the input changes, the step
size is a constant. For a stationary input, this type of
quantiser can work very well as long as the step size
matches the variance of the input. But for a nonsta-
tionary input, for instance, a music signal, which usually
has a large dynamic range and changing variance, the
step size does not always match it effectively.
3	 Adaptive quantisation
The magnitude of a music signal can vary over a wide
range depending on the instruments, singers etc. In the
digitising process, on the one hand we wish to choose the
quantisation step size large enough to accommodate the
maximum peak-to-peak range of the signal; but on the
other hand we would like to make the quantisation step
small so as to minimise the quantisation noise. It is
impossible to satisfy both objectives when using a fixed
quantiser. The basic idea of adaptive quantisation is to
let the step size vary so as to match the variance of the
input signal.
In order to adapt the step size, it is necessary to obtain
an estimate of the time varying amplitude properties of
the input signal. Usually, there are two types of method:
forward and backward adaptation [12]. Forward
adaptation is based on the estimation of unquantised
samples, i.e. usually at the input of the quantiser. Back-
ward adaptation is based on the estimation of the output
of the quantiser. Fig. 3 shows their block diagrams.
Forward estimates of step size are unaffected by quanti-
sation noise, they are therefore more reliable. However,
the system needs to transmit this additional information
to the receiver. Although the backward estimates are not
as accurate as the forward estimates, additional bits are
not needed for the estimation.
A common approach to variance calculation is to
assume that the variance is proportional to the short-
time energy, which is defined as the output of a lowpass
filter with input, x2(i) [8]. That is
= x2(m)h(i - m)
where h(n) is the impulse response of the lowpass filter.
If a 1-bit quantisation function is defined by
q(){ d ifu(n)O
—d otherwise
where u(n) is the input of the quantiser, then the adaptive




where c is a scaling constant, and a and a are the
variance of the signal u(n) and q(n), respectively. It is
obvious that the backward logic is always constant so it
cannot be used for the one-bit case.
A large amount of calculation is needed to obtain the





Fig. 3 Forward and backward adaptation
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values of peak output magnitude to vary the overload
level. Thus for a forward adaptation of a 1-bit quantiser,
the logic can be in the form
d1 =c I u I,,.	 I u L_a =max ( I u(i—k) }
where d, is the 1-bit quantisation level of the ith data
block and each block consists of K samples. Backward
adaptation based on the maximum magnitude of the
output of a 1-bit quantiser is also meaningless because
the maximum is always the same as the quantisation
level. The maximum-magnitude logic is simpler than the
variance estimation and particularly appropriate to the
control of overload distortion.
Considering the case of sigma-delta modulation, the
additional bits to be stored or transmitted are unwanted.
so backward adaptation has to be chosen. However,
backward adaptation based on the output of the quant-
iser is impossible owing to the characteristic of single bit
quantiser. In this paper, a backward log]c which is not
directly based on the output of the quantiser is intro-
duced. An estimate of the maximum magnitude of the
input is used for the adaptation and will be described in
detail in the following section.
4	 Logic design of adaptation
As mentioned above, adaptive quantisation based on the
maximum-magnitude logic is easier than that based on
the variance estimation. If the step size of the quantiser
can be changed as the maximum magnitude of the input
u(n) to the quantiser changes, the dynamic range of the
sigma-delta modulator can be increased. However, it is
difficult to estimate the magnitude of un) from q(n)
because of the course quantisation: in the case of a 1-bit
quantiser, q(n) just represents the sign of u(n). But u(n)




+ G(z) [X(z) - E(z)]
which shows that u(n) is highly correlated to x(n). If
estimates of x(n) can be obtained. then they can be used
to adapt the step size. It is easy to estimate the magni-
tude of x(n) by lowpassing q(n) and then finding the
maximum magnitude over a certain period of time.
According to the maximum-magnitude logic, it is reason-
able to have the adaptive logic as follows
d11 =cM1
	(6)
where M 1 is the maximal magnitude in the ith block of
the output samples of the Iowpass filter, i.e. the maximum
magnitude estimate of the input x(n) for the ith block,
and d 4 is the step size for the (i + l)th block of samples.
Each block contains, say, K samples and K depends on
the stationary property of the signal. For speech, usually
the signal can be considered stationary over 10-30 ms
periods. For music signals, it may be less than S ms, i.e. K
should be less than 220, if the sampling frequency is
44.1 kHz. An appropriate initial value M0 is required for
both modulator and demodulator. In eqn. 6, d,
depends on the maximum level of the system,
depends on the requirement for noise level when the
input is zero.
If the signal/noise ratio (SNR) for an A D system with
no oversampling and noise-shaping is that SNR =
(c/a), where a is the signal power and a is the quant-
lEE PROCEEDINt5S-G. Vol. 139, No.1. FEBRUARY 1992




 is obtained from oversampling and
noise shaping techniques. For a sinusoidal input, x
E sin w, t, r = 0.5E2. In the case of no overload, and
assuming that the quantisation noise is uniformly distrib-
uted in the range e	 d, with the probability density
function p(e) being 1/2d, then
'.	 d2
e2p.(e)de= Ij _ 4 2d	 3
Thus
SNR = (3E2/2d2)SNR,,,.,,.ut
Assuming the ideal case: d, = cE according to eqn. 6,
then
SNR = (3/2C 2)SNRCah.nc,m.RI
	(7)
which means that SNR can be independent of the input
level. From eqn. 7 it can be seen that the smaller the
value of c is, the better SNR can be obtained provided it
does not cause overload.
The diagram of an adaptive sigma-delta modulator is
shown in Fig. 4a and the corresponding demodulator is
-	 q(n)	 t(n)







Fig. 4 Adaptive SDM
a Modulator
b Demodulator
shown in Fig. 4b, where t(n) is a digital sequence which is
either I or 0 and q(n) is an analogue sequence after
decoding whose value changes according to the adapta-
tion logic. Both modulator and demodulator use the
same kind of lowpass filter and decimator. The main
purpose of using lowpass filtering and decimation in the
demodulator is to obtain a high quality for the recon-
structed signal. The estimate of the magnitude of x(n) can
be obtained simultaneously. But in the modulator, the
only purpose is to find the maximum magnitude of the
signal so that a very sharp lowpass filter is not necessary.








but the complexity of the demodulator will be greater
because two sets of lowpass and decimation systems have
to be used.
One possible way of implementating the adaptation is
by using a multiplying D A convertor (MDAC) in the
feedback path as shown in Fig. 5. The output of MDAC
Fig. 5 Using MDAC to unplement adaptation logic
wilt be the result of multiplication of an analogue refer-
ence voltage (the output of the quantiser) and the output
of the digital logic block.
For the lowpass filters and decimators in Fig. 4, the
structure in Fig. 6 has been used. The comb filter in Fig.
bandhalf -band
iIterer2
Fig. 6 Implementation of lowpass filter and decimator
6 is a cascade of several simple comb filters ii 1(z)
Hi(z)=.( 
_z1R)
where R N14 and N, the oversaznpling ratio, is fre-
quently a power of 2. The number of cascaded comb
filters depends on the order of the sigma-delta modulator.
For the nth-order SDM, n + 1 comb filters are cascaded
[13]. The relation between the input and the output of
the lowpass filter H 1 (z) is
y(n) =	 >.x(n — I)
which can be implemented easily in the feedback form
y(n)	 - I) + (x(n) - x(n - R))/R
5	 Simulation result
Adaptive quantisation has been carried out for 1-bit, 1st,
2nd, and 3rd-order sigma-delta modulators. For a 1-bit
SDM, when the order is higher than 2, the system in eqn.
4 will become unstable in practice, mainly because the
1-bit loop quantiser is frequently overloaded, which is
reflected by an increase in the amount of quantisation
noise. This excess noise is circulated through the loop
and can cause an even larger signal to appear at the
quantiser input, eventually causing instability. A number
of higher-order structures different from eqn. 4 have been
presented which are stable [7, 14]. The structure shown
in Fig. 7 has been used for simulations. The coefficients
used are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Coefficients In the sigma .delta modulator
a	 bl b2 b3
lst-order	 00	 1.0 00 0.0
2nd-oder 0.0	 2.0 1.0 00
3rd.ordevt 0.0011 1.0 05 0 1301
• from eqn. 4
t from computer simulations
For each stage in Fig. 7, the clipper is different because
its input level becomes higher and higher as the stage









This result, which is considered optimal, is based on the
computer simulations, where d is the step size of the
quantiser. The structure for the demodulator is the same
as in Fig. 6, where the numbers of the comb filters cas-
caded are 2, 3, and 4, respectively, for the 1st-, 2nd-, and
3rd-order SDM, and 37th- and 129th-order FIR filters
arc used for the halfband filters Fl(z) and F2(z) in Fig. 6,
respectively.
In evaluating the sample spectrum of the reconstructed
signal x,(n), the DFT Xr(k) is calculated. A window func-
tion is applied to the sequence before the Fourier trans-
form is taken. The window is as follows [15]
w(n) 0.338946 + 0.48 1973 cos (an/N)
+ 0.161054 cos (2irn/N) + 0.018027 cos (3irn/N)
N
which has a continuous third derivative and the first two
equal side-lobes have a value of - 82.60 dB. The length
of the FFT is 1024.
The simulation for values of c in eqn. 6 has been
carried out when the value of a is zero in Fig. 7, and
results are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that c must be
greater than 1.0 for all 3 modulators, which means that
Fig. 7 Structure of a sigma-delta modulator: is:-. ..'nd-. or 3rd-order, depending on the coefficients
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the quantisation level should always be higher than the
input level to avoid overloading the system. It also can















not very sensitive to a change in c. Based on the results




Considering that, for a music signal, the stationary time
may be less than 5 ma. and the controlling factor M 5 for
the current block of samples is calculated from the pre-
vious block. K = 60 is chosen as the block size, which
corresponds to 1.36 ms. This K value could be changed
according to the statistical characteristics of the input,
but is not investigated here. For fixed quantisers.
assuming that M is the maximum input level which does
not cause overload, cM is chosen as the quantisation
level. The input x(n) to the modulator and the output
x,(n) of the demodulator are discrete time analogue
signals, i.e. in computer simulation, floating point
numbers are used to represent them.
The SNR results of both fixed and adaptive 3rd-order
sigma-delta modulation, as the input level changes from
0dB (maximum) to —60 dB, are shown in Fig. 9, which
zi/s
-60 -50 -40	 -30	 -20	 -10	 0
mput magnitude, dB
FIg. 9 SNR results for fixed and adaptive 3rd-order sigma-delta
,nodisligwns, the 1st- and 2nd-order adaptive sigma-delta modulations
mpui IC kHz anyway
ovenampling ratio: 64
Nyquist sampling frequency: 44 I kHz
I-bit quantum
—0— 3rd-order fixed SDM
—•— 3rd-order adaptive 5DM
—U— 2nd-order adaptive SDM
—0— Iat-ordet adaptive SDM
clearly shows that the dynamic range of the system can
be improved effectively by using an adaptive quantiser.
Fig. 10 gives the spectrum results when the input level is
—60 dB. Fig. ba is the spectrum of the reconstructed
signal when using a fixed quantiser and Fig. lob, when an
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adaptive quantiser is applied. Fig. 9 also gives the results
of the 1st- and 2nd-order adaptive sigma-delta modula-
tions. They all have the same property: SNR is nearly
independent of input level, which is consistent with the
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Fig. 10 Comparison of spectra of reconstructed signals between fixed
and adoptive 3rd-order SDMs when input level is -60dB
a Using fixed quantisci
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Fig. 11 Comparison of spectra of reconstructed signaLs between fixed
and adaptive 3rd-order SDMs when input contains 3 tones at frequencies:
2, 7, and JO kH: and she total input level is 10dB
a Using fixed quantum
b Using adaptive quantum
adaptive 3rd-order sigma-delta modulators when the
input contains three tones whose total level is + 10 dB
which represents the overload case for a fixed SDM. Fig.
1 Ia shows the spectrum of the reconstructed signal of the
fixed SDM. from which it can be seen that, because of
overload, the effects of harmonic and intermodulated
components are very severe. However, in Fig. lIb, the








effectively by allowing the quantisation level to increase
as the input magnitude becomes larger. The difference
between the signal level and the highest noise level in
decibels can be seen from the spectra. However, this dif-
ference is not the SNR which is the result of the ratio of
signal and noise integrals along the frequency or time
axes. The SNR value is worse than this difference, which
is obvious when comparing the spectra in Fig. 10 with
the SNR results in Fig. 9.
It should be noted that eqn. 7 represents the ideal situ-
ation for a sinusoidal input. In practice, nonideal situ-
ations may occur, and they can be considered as a kind
of interference on the value of c in eqn. 7. Suppose that c
changes to c + & and the derivative of SNR with respect
to c in eqn. 7 is
dSNR/dc = (-3/c3)SNR,j..,51
so that
I ASNR I (3/c2) I & Cl SNR,flMflC,,.i
= 2I&/cfSNR14
Considering the worst case
SNRrsai SNR 1..1. 1(1 - 2I&/cl)
Therefore
SNR(dB) = 10 log (1 - 2IAc/cI)
In the case of &/c being 0.01 and 0.1, SNR(dB) is
—0.088 dB and —0.97 dB, respectively, which means that
if c changes by 10%, the loss in SNR will be about 1 dB.
Conclusion.
It seems that adaptive sigma-delta modulation is a very
promising technique: it gives a much wider dynamic
range than a fixed quantiser. By defining the minimum
step size b,,. appropriately, the idle channel noise can be
reduced to a very low level. These advantages may give it
many applications. For example, an adaptive sigma-delta
modulator-demodulator may be directly connected to
ADPCM coding without first converting it into linear
PCM, thus the dynamic range of such a system will not
be affected. When it is converted into linear PCM,
although the dynamic range will be affected, some initial
investigations show that it can still be used in some appli-
cations to reduce the oversampling ratio or the order of
the loop filter while keeping the same quality for low
level inputs. Considering the three main factors in a
SDM: oversampling ratio, loop filter, and quantiser. the
complexity among them always involves a trade-off. It
depends on the applications as to which one is more
important.
Future work will cover the following three areas. First
more investigation on the parameter K for different input
signals and the effects of attack and decay in the adaptive
quantiser, which may lead to a windowed version of K
which may smooth a sudden change caused by attack
and decay. Secondly the effects on dynamic range of con-
version to PCM, APCM, or ADPCM will be carried out.
Thirdly, real-time implementation on a dedicated DSP
chip will need to be studied. As mentioned before, a noise
shaper plays the same role as sigma-delta modulator in
reshaping the noise. Therefore, similar results and conclu-
sions should be obtained from an adaptive noise shaper
and this will also be investigated in the future.
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